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Preface
Yesterday I was clever, so I wanted to change the world.
Today I am wise, so I am changing myself.
Jalaluddin Rumi, Persian poet (1207-1273)

Another summer is approaching and this doctoral thesis is coming to end. I have inexplicable
feelings as my long educational carrier is almost at its end. Reading the keywords of my thesis, I
find some words about which I did not have any clear idea three years ago. During this three year
study I have learnt a lot, however, I find myself at the beginning of a long path, obsessed by a lot
of questions and full of enthusiasm for learning more. During this three year journey, besides the
scientific development aspects, I obtained valuable experiences which I carry with me for the rest
of my life. Looking back, I have experienced both gratifications and disappointments. I may
summarize my motivation state during the past three years by a multi-stage diagram inspiring from
the so-called multi-stage S-N curve of the materials up to very high cycle fatigue regime!
Nonetheless, my diagram has an inverted trend compared to the latter. Stage I of this curve
corresponds to the first year of my doctoral studies that has passed with an increasing trend of
enthusiasm and desire. Then it reached a steady state or even a slightly decreasing trend in the
second year (stage II) accompanying by some difficulties, frustrations, and confusions. Afterwards
at the beginning of the third year (stage III) the motivations started to increase sharply thanks to
the hard efforts, support of my marvelous supervisor, as well as new interesting findings and finally
reached a maximum at the end, where I am standing today. Whether this diagram reaches a plateau,
continues to increase, or even degrades in the coming years (let us say in the very high cycle
regime!) is not clear. So here, I would like to develop my own theory: “there exists an infinite
motivation in life which always encourages us to go ahead”. This is a theory that I hope to prove
to myself during the coming years.

Paris, 10 May 2017
Noushin Torabian Dehkordi
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Abstract
This work is an attempt towards a better understanding of the high cycle and very high cycle
fatigue behaviors of a ferritic-martensitic dual-phase steel, with a regard to temperature and strain
rate effects, resulting from accelerated fatigue loading frequencies. The influence of frequency on
fatigue response of DP600 steel was investigated by conducting ultrasonic and conventional low
frequency fatigue tests. Fractography studies and microscopic observations on the surface of
specimens were carried out to study the deformation and fracture mechanisms under low and
ultrasonic frequencies. Moreover, in situ infrared thermography was carried out to investigate the
thermal response and dissipative mechanisms of the material under fatigue tests. The S-N curves
were determined from ultrasonic 20-kHz fatigue loadings and conventional tests at 30 Hz. Fatigue
life for a given stress amplitude was found to be higher in the case of ultrasonic fatigue whereas
the fatigue limit was the same for both cases. Moreover, crack initiation was always inclusioninduced under ultrasonic loading while under conventional tests it occurred at slip bands or defects
on the surface. The inevitable temperature increase under ultrasonic fatigue at high stress
amplitudes along with the rate dependent deformation behavior of ferrite, as a body centered cubic
(BCC) structure, were found as the key parameters explaining the observed fatigue behavior and
thermal response under low and ultrasonic frequencies. The discrepancies observed between
conventional and ultrasonic fatigue tests were assessed through the mechanisms of screw
dislocation mobility in the ferrite phase as a BCC structure. The higher fatigue life and inclusioninduced crack initiations in the case of ultrasonic loading were attributed to the dynamic strain
aging, which resulted from the high temperature increases at high stress amplitudes. The existence
of a transition in deformation regime from thermally-activated to athermal regime under ultrasonic
fatigue loading by increasing the stress amplitude was confirmed. Below the fatigue limit,
deformation occurred in thermally-activated regime while it was in athermal regime above the
fatigue limit. Under conventional loading deformation occurred in athermal regime for all stress
amplitudes. From the analysis of the experimental data gathered in this work, guidelines were
given regarding the comparison and interpretation of S-N curves obtained from conventional and
ultrasonic fatigue testing. A transition map was produced using the experimental results for DP600
steel as well as data available in the literature for other ferrite-based steels, showing the correlation
between thermally-activated screw dislocation movement and the absence of failure in very high
cycle fatigue.

Keywords: Very high cycle fatigue, Ultrasonic fatigue, Dual-phase steel, Frequency effect,
Infrared thermography, BCC structure, Dislocations, Strain ageing.
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Résumé
Ce travail vise à améliorer notre compréhension du comportement en fatigue à grand et très grand
nombre de cycles d’un acier ferrito-martensitique dual phase, notamment les effets de la
température et de la vitesse de déformation résultant de chargements cycliques à haute fréquence.
L'effet de la fréquence sur la réponse en fatigue de l'acier DP600 a été étudié en effectuant des
essais de fatigue sur une machine ultrasonique travaillant à 20 kHz et sur une machine
conventionnelle travaillant à des fréquences inférieures à 100 Hz. Des études de fractographie et
des observations microscopiques à la surface des échantillons ont été effectuées pour étudier les
mécanismes de déformation et de rupture. De plus, la thermographie infrarouge in situ a été utilisée
pour étudier la réponse thermique et les mécanismes dissipatifs du matériau lors des essais de
fatigue. Les courbes S-N ont été déterminées à partir de chargements de fatigue ultrasoniques à 20
kHz et d’essais conventionnels à 30 Hz. La durée de vie pour une amplitude de contrainte donnée
est plus élevée dans le cas de la fatigue ultrasonique bien que la limite de fatigue soit identique
dans les deux cas. L’augmentation inévitable de la température en fatigue ultrasonique à fortes
amplitudes de contraintes, ainsi que le comportement dépendant de la vitesse de déformation de la
ferrite, en tant que structure CC, ont été trouvés comme les paramètres clés expliquant le
comportement observé en fatigue, et la réponse thermique sous les fréquences faibles et
ultrasoniques. Les écarts observés entre l’essai de fatigue conventionnel et celui ultrasonique ont
été évalués à travers les mécanismes de mobilité des dislocations vis dans la phase ferritique de
structure cubique centrée (CC). La durée de vie plus élevée et l’amorçage de la fissure principale
sur une inclusion observés en fatigue ultrasonique ont été attribués au vieillissement dynamique
résultant du fort auto-échauffement du matériau aux fortes amplitudes de contraintes. L'existence
d'une transition du régime thermiquement activé au régime athermique avec l’augmentation de
l'amplitude de contrainte a été mise en évidence. Au-dessous de la limite de fatigue, la déformation
a lieu dans un régime thermiquement activé alors qu'elle est dans un régime athermique au-dessus
de la limite de fatigue. En fatigue conventionnelle, la déformation est athermique pour toutes les
amplitudes de contrainte. Une carte de transition a été produite en utilisant les résultats
expérimentaux pour l'acier DP600 ainsi que les données disponibles dans la littérature pour
d'autres aciers à base de ferrite, montrant ainsi la corrélation entre le mouvement des dislocations
vis thermiquement activé et l'absence de rupture en fatigue à très grand nombre de cycle.

Mots-clés : Fatigue à très grand nombre de cycles, Fatigue ultrasonique, Acier dual phase, Effet
de fréquence, Thermographie infrarouge, Structure cubique centré, Dislocations, Vieillissement
dynamique.
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Introduction

Motivations
During the long history of fatigue characterization of metallic materials, numerous investigations
have been carried out by many research groups, leading to introduction of several fundamental
aspects. One of the most important concepts regarding the fatigue behavior of ferrous metals is the
distinct fatigue limit which these materials show at the number of cycles below 10 7, namely the
high cycle fatigue (HCF) regime. This conventional fatigue limit has been the basis of engineering
design for decades. However, after reports were published in the 1980s on the fatigue failure of
metallic materials at loading amplitudes below the conventional fatigue limit at very high number
of cycles, a new insight was gained into the fatigue characterization of materials: Fatigue design
based on the conventional fatigue limit does not necessarily guarantee an infinite fatigue life.
Accordingly, a new field of fatigue studies was introduced to academic and industrial research
communities concerning the fatigue characterization at the number of cycles above 107, which was
named as very high cycle fatigue (VHCF).
In recent years, due to economic and environmental considerations, many steel-made components
of railways, vehicles, bridges, and offshore structures have to endure for long term loadings up to
108-1010 cycles. Therefore, there has been a strong demand of various areas of industries for VHCF
characterization of materials in order to ensure the long-term safety of various structural
components. Regarding the time-consuming and costly nature of conventional fatigue testing
methods, the development of ultrasonic fatigue machines was a milestone in the field of VHCF
characterization of materials. Working at a resonant frequency of 20-30 kHz, ultrasonic systems
enable fatigue loadings up to very high number of cycles in a reasonable testing time. However,
this accelerated testing method has been always accompanied by a main question: are the fatigue
properties obtained from ultrasonic loading similar to those measured by conventional low
frequency testing? The answer has remained unclear for most metallic materials and thus the socalled “frequency effect” has been controversial among researchers. Moreover, this high frequency
can result in strong heating of metals undergoing ultrasonic fatigue tests. This issue can be
considered as a problematic aspect of ultrasonic fatigue tests which needs to be investigated.
Considering the strain rate- and temperature-dependent nature of materials with body centered
cubic (BCC) structure, application of ultrasonic frequency, which renders both high strain rate and
temperature increase effects, could bring up challenges for fatigue characterization of these
materials. Several published reports have confirmed the existence of frequency effect and strong
self-heating in the case of ferrite-based steels. In addition abnormal thermal responses have been
2
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reported for some of these steels under ultrasonic fatigue loading without any explanation for the
cause of these phenomena. Nonetheless, there is a lack of coupled thermal and mechanical
investigations to explain the mechanisms behind the frequency influence on fatigue behavior of
these materials by correlating the strain rate and temperature effects. The present work is an
attempt towards filling this gap. For this purpose, DP600 dual-phase steel was selected to be
studied. This choice of material is motivated from two practical aspects: Firstly, this dual-phase
steel can be a good representative of ferrite-based steels, the study of which can give rise to a better
understanding of strain rate and temperature effects on fatigue response of materials containing
BCC-structured phases. Secondly, enough attention has not been paid in the literature to VHCF
behavior of ferritic-martensitic dual-phase steels and specifically there is not any published data
on fatigue characterization of this material under ultrasonic loading. The main objectives of the
present research as well as the employed approach will be described in the following sections.

Objectives
Based on the research motivations introduced in the preceding section, the main objectives of the
present work can be summarized as follows;


Correlating the thermal response to the fatigue and deformation behavior of the material;



Determination of S-N curves up to HCF and VHCF regimes via conventional and
ultrasonic fatigue tests, respectively;



Identifying the fracture mechanisms and deformation modes in HCF and VHCF ranges;



Studying the effect of frequency on fatigue life and fatigue limit of the material;



Investigation of the effect of frequency on crack initiation, fracture mechanisms, and
deformation regimes;



Studying the effect of frequency on surface temperature evolution under fatigue loading
and on dissipated energy per cycle;



Justifying the discrepancies between conventional and ultrasonic fatigue testing results by
introducing the mechanisms behind the thermal and fatigue response under low and
ultrasonic frequencies;



Developing guidelines regarding the occurrence or absence of failure in VHCF regime
based on the experimental data obtained for DP600 steel.

3
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Approach
The methodology employed in this study to accomplish the aforementioned objectives is detailed
in the following:


Conduction of conventional low frequency fatigue tests as well as ultrasonic 20-kHz
fatigue loadings;



In situ infrared thermography under both conventional and ultrasonic fatigue tests;



Interrupted fatigue tests along with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and optical
microscopy observations on the specimens surface;



SEM observations on specimens surface after rupture and also fractography studies by
SEM observations on fracture surfaces;



Comparison and interpretation of S-N curves obtained from ultrasonic and conventional
fatigue tests;



Developing a temperature-strain rate transition map to correlate the fatigue response of the
material to deformation mechanisms.

Manuscript Structure
This thesis consists of six chapters which are briefly outlined in the following:
Chapter 1 is dedicated to the literature review. In this chapter, the main concepts related to VHCF
of metallic materials and ultrasonic fatigue loading principals are introduced. The so-called
“frequency effect” under ultrasonic loading and its related mechanisms for low carbon steels and
high strength steels are described. Afterwards, thermographic studies as rapid fatigue
characterization approaches are introduced and related application examples are provided for
conventional and ultrasonic fatigue loadings. Finally, the main characteristics of dual-phase (DP)
steels are specified. The main results of researches conducted on microstructural investigations of
DP steels under fatigue loading, including microstructural effects on fatigue behavior of DP steels,
thermographic studies under fatigue loading, and VHCF investigations of DP steels are presented.
Chapter 2 deals with the introduction of the studied material and the experimental procedure
employed in this work. All testing setups and procedures, including the ultrasonic fatigue machine,
the servo-hydraulic conventional fatigue testing system, infrared thermography technique, and the
detail of specimens design and preparation are introduced in this chapter.
4
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Chapter 3 presents the experimental results obtained from thermographic studies and self-heating
measurements. The presented results include the temperature variations under cyclic loading, selfheating curves, heat source estimation and dissipated energy per cycle measurements under
ultrasonic 20-kHz loadings as well as conventional 50- and 80-Hz frequency fatigue tests.
In Chapter 4, the fatigue characterization results obtained from ultrasonic and conventional fatigue
tests are presented. These results include the S-N curves, fractography studies, and microscopic
observations on the specimens surfaces to reveal the deformation mechanisms, fatigue crack
initiation and growth, and fracture mechanisms under 20-kHz and 30-Hz frequencies. The effects
of frequency on fatigue life, fatigue limit, deformation and fracture mechanisms are shown in this
chapter.
Chapter 5 is dedicated to the discussions and justifications related to the experimental observations
presented in Chapters 3 and 4. By correlating the temperature and strain rate effects, the influence
of frequency on fatigue life and thermal response of the material is explained and mechanisms are
proposed for the observed thermal and fatigue responses.
Finally, the main conclusions of this research and the perspectives for the future work are described
at the end of the manuscript.

5

Chapter 1

Literature Review

Chapter 1: Literature Review

1.1 Very High Cycle Fatigue Concepts
1.1.1 Background
“There is no infinite fatigue life in metallic materials”. This well-known sentence is the topic
of the lecture presented by Claude Bathias [1] in “EUROMECH 382” conference held in Paris
in 1988, which was the first conference on fatigue life in gigacycle regime. Traditionally, the
concept of fatigue limit at N=107 cycles has been the basis of fatigue design since the late 19th
century and is still in use today; it has been believed that metallic components under fatigue
loading do not fail provided that the loading amplitude remains below a critical value i.e. the
endurance limit. Therefore, the fatigue limit typically defined at N =107 cycles, corresponding
to the high cycle fatigue (HCF) regime, has been widely used for the design of components
subjected to cyclic loading. However, it was in the 1980s when for the first time the Japanese
researchers challenged the concept of conventional fatigue limit by reporting material failure
beyond 107 cycles at amplitudes below the conventional fatigue limit [2]–[5]. The Paris
conference can be considered as the starting point of focused academic research in the field of
very high cycle fatigue (VHCF), called also gigacycle fatigue, which corresponds to fatigue
loadings at very high number of cycles up to 108 and more [6]. VHCF failure has been
confirmed to exist in various types of metallic materials and steels, see e.g. the pioneer works
of Bathias [1], Mughrabi [7], Murakami et al. [8], [9], Nishijima et al. [10], Stanzl-Tschegg et
al. [11], and Wang et al. [12]. Many steel-made components of railways, vehicles, bridges, as
well as vibrating or rotating machine components such as roller bearings and axels of highspeed trains, require not only high strength but also excellent fatigue properties to endure 108
cycles or even longer life time when exposed to cyclic loading. Therefore, in recent years has
there been an increasing interest in the so-called VHCF behavior of metallic materials.

1.1.2 The S-N data and the fatigue limit
The VHCF behavior varies from material to material and, up to now it is not possible to make
an accurate prediction for the VHCF behavior based on theoretical models. Therefore, the
experimental data for different materials is of great importance in this field. The experimental
observations reported in the literature during the last decade have revealed that some materials
display a fatigue limit at typically 106-107 cycles while most others exhibit gradual decrease in
fatigue strength for gigacycle ranges of loading [13]. Accordingly, several studies evidenced
8
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that Wöhler-type S-N curves or Coffin-Manson fatigue diagrams display a second fatigue limit
in the VHCF range [1], [8], [10]. In this case the fatigue diagram is called step-wise or duplex,
or more generally, multistage. Moreover, it has been reported that by transition from LCF to
VHCF regime, the origin of fracture changes from surface to the interior at non-metallic
inclusions. This concept will be addressed in Section 1.1.3.
The materials that can exhibit multi-stage fatigue life diagrams would be categorized into two
main classes [7]: Type I materials which exhibit surface failure initiation in VHCF regime.
They typically consist of single phase face-centered cubic (FCC) metals such as copper which
do not contain inclusions. In contrast, type II materials such as high strength steels which
contain heterogeneities in the form of inclusions, pores and coarse second phase particles,
display internal crack initiation in VHCF regime. Figure 1-1(a) illustrates the schematic CoffinManson plot (plastic strain amplitude ∆𝜀𝑝𝑙 /2 versus number of cycles to failure 𝑁𝑓 ) for type I
materials, which describes the fatigue life of materials from LCF to VHCF regime. In this case,
above the persistent slip band (PSB) threshold, fatigue cracks initiate at the sites of emerging
PSBs at the surface, where the rapid formation of extrusions and gradually increasing surface
roughness lead to fatigue crack initiation [14]. At VHCF regime, at stress levels below the
conventional fatigue limit, fatigue failure can occur because although the stress amplitude is
too low for PSBs to develop, the accumulation of slightly irreversible random slip can result in
a sufficient surface roughening to initiate surface fatigue cracks [7]. Mughrabi [15] explained
that at even lower stress amplitudes irreversibility of slip becomes negligible, leading to a final
fatigue limit. Surface crack initiation mechanisms will be explained in more detail in
Section 1.1.3.
The schematic Wöhler diagram proposed by Mughrabi [16] for type II materials such as high
strength steels is presented in Figure 1-1(b). In reality, the transition between the different
ranges is gradual along with some scatter and overlap [7]. In this case, in LCF regime (Region
I) fatigue failure is initiated mostly at PSBs at the surface. In VHCF regime (Region III) fatigue
failure can occur at stress amplitudes below the conventional limit, originating mostly from
internal defects. In this case, finally a true ultimate fatigue limit (Region IV) at sufficiently low
stress amplitudes has been considered to exist [10], [17]. However the existence of a final
fatigue limit in Region III has been disputed by other researchers, see e.g. [1], [8], [13]. Based
on the controversy about the existence of the ultimate fatigue limit in VHCF regime, Pyttel et
al. [18] proposed a more general schematic S-N diagram for type II materials as shown in Figure
1-2.
9
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(a)

(b)
Figure 1-1 (a) Schematic Coffin-Manson type fatigue life diagram for ductile type I materials [7] (b)
Schematic Wöhler diagram for type II materials [16].

Figure 1-2 Schematic illustration of duplex S-N curve for type II materials [18].
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The S-N curves obtained by Sakai et al. [19] for high-carbon bearing steel via axial and rotatingbending loadings are presented in Figure 1-3. A similar trend resulting in duplex S-N curves
was found in both diagrams but separation of the S-N curves for the respective fracture modes
was more distinct in the case of rotating bending. The transition from surface to internal fatigue
failure initiation can be observed in these diagrams.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1-3 S-N diagrams for high-carbon bearing steel obtained under (a) Axial loading (b) Rotating
bending [19].

1.1.3 Fatigue fracture mechanisms
As mentioned earlier, broad experimental evidences suggest that with increasing number of
cycles there is a gradual shift from surface to internal inclusion-induced fatigue failure initiation
[1], [8], [9], [20]–[22]:


At high loading amplitudes (LCF) usually many crack initiation sites can be detected at
the surface, originating from persistent slip bands (PSBs).



At lower loading amplitudes (HCF), similar crack initiation sites can be detected at the
surface but they are fewer in number than LCF conditions.



At very low loading amplitudes (VHCF), cyclic slip at the surface is very small and
does not give rise to surface roughening thus there is almost no crack growth from the
surface and cracks usually form at internal inclusions, which act as stress raisers and
promote more slip.

11
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At large fatigue lives the fatigue crack initiation accounts for the vast majority of the total
fatigue life [7], [13], [17], [18], [23]. For instance, Wagner et al. [24] showed that for a BCC
polycrystal Armco iron loaded up to the VHCF ranges crack initiation consumes ~90% of the
fatigue life. Therefore, in the VHCF regime crack initiation is life-determining and it is hence
problematic to consider only the propagation of fatigue cracks in terms of fracture mechanics
approach. Thus it is important to pay more attention to the fatigue crack initiation in studies
concerning VHCF regimes. It should be mentioned that inclusion induced internal cracks can
also form in the LCF and HCF ranges but they are not life-determining as long as there are
cracks which grow faster from the surface into the interior.
The mechanisms behind the switch from surface to interior crack initiation have been much
debated in the literature. It is commonly admitted that cracks dominantly initiate from the
surface of the specimen because the cyclic plasticity is larger within the grains located at the
surface than within the bulk grains [25]. It has been also reported that the competition between
surface and internal crack initiation is highly affected by the surface residual stresses, as
compressive residual stresses are favorable for internal crack [26], [27]. In addition, the mean
stress value has also been reported to affect the surface to internal crack initiation transition
[28], [29]. In a recent work, Gaur et al. [29], studied the effect of mean stress on fatigue crack
initiation and growth. They showed that non-defect-induced surface crack initiation occurred
most often for R=-1,-0.5, and 0, while for R=0.25 either surface or internal crack initiations
from pores or chemically inhomogeneous areas, leading to the fish-eye pattern in the latter case,
were dominant.
In the duplex S-N curve of type II materials, generally the first S-N curve in short-life region
corresponds to the surface-initiated fracture while the second one in the long-life regime is
related to interior-initiated fracture [30]. In other words, it is believed that the transition from
surface to internal crack initiation often leads to a duplex S-N curve [17], [31]. It should be
noted that although fatigue fracture is mainly caused by the internal inclusions in VHCF regime,
surface initiated fracture can also occur in this regime if the defects such as the inclusions are
located at the surface [30]. However, from the statistical point of view occurrence of such
surface fracture initiations in VHCF regime is rare [30].
In the following sections, the crack initiation mechanisms in different fatigue regimes for type
I and II materials will be briefly explained.
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Surface crack initiation in LCF and HCF regimes

Except for some exceptions (internal metallurgical defaults, machining induced surface defects,
and compressive residual stresses at the surface), quite generally, in conventional fatigue
regimes (N<107cycles), fatigue damage in ductile materials originates from cyclic strain
localization in PSBs at the surface [7], [32]–[34]. This is the case for both aforementioned type
I and II materials. It is well accepted that through the back-and-forth slipping of dislocations
under cyclic loading, notch-like swellings and deepenings are formed at the surface which are
usually called extrusions and intrusions [5], [14], [35]–[37]. The formation of the so-called
extrusions/intrusions morphology gradually increases the roughness of the surface up to a
critical roughness leading to transgranular crack initiation. In addition the intrusions can be
considered as notches with a notch root of atomic dimension which act as stress raisers and thus
are potential sites of crack nucleation [38], [39].
Several models have been proposed for the relief evolution along the PSBs. These models are
generally based on voids production and diffusion in the PSBs or slip irreversibility. EGM
model proposed by Essmann et al. [14] was based on the annihilation of edge dislocations,
which preferentially occurs in the walls, where there is a high edge dislocation density.
According to this model, vacancies or interstitials are created after two edge dislocations on
separate glide planes annihilate [40]. Polak [35] developed a model based on EGM model in
which diffusional effects occurring between PSB and matrix are taken into account. Polak and
Man [39] proposed that the continuous formation, annihilation and migration of point defects
cause the mass redistribution within PSB and between the PSB and the PSB/matrix boundary.
This redistribution results in local tensile and compressive stresses that are the sources of slip
irreversibility within PSB. Dislocations movements result in the relaxation of the local tensile
and compressive stresses leading to the formation of extrusions and intrusions. Figure 1-4
illustrates the well-known irreversible extrusion/intrusion model for the crack initiation at PSBs
in the conventional fatigue life regime.
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Figure 1-4 Surface fatigue crack initiation mechanism [30].



Surface crack initiation in VHCF regime (type I materials)

As previously mentioned in Section 1.1.2, for type I materials with no inclusion, VHCF failure
can occur at stress amplitudes below the HCF conventional fatigue limit (Region III in Figure
1-1(a)). In this case, fatigue failure initiates at the surface. Mughrabi [7], [16] explained the
crack initiation mechanism as shown schematically in Figure 1-5. In this case, although the
stress is too low for PSBs to form, cyclic deformation will be accommodated by homogeneous
random slip in the matrix dislocation structure, leading to a gradual surface roughening effect.
When a critical surface roughness is reached, some valleys in the surface roughness profile act
as strong stress raisers so that the local stress at these sites can exceed the PSB threshold
resulting in “embryonic” PSB formation. Such PSBs only extent to a modest depth into the
material. By increasing the number of cycles cyclic strain is localized in the PSBs and they can
extend deeper into the material leading to stage I crack initiation.
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Figure 1-5 Schematic illustration of the mechanism of fatigue failure initiation in the VHCF regime for
type I materials: (a) Initial state (b) Early stage of roughening (c) Crack initiation and PSB formation
[16].



Internal inclusion-induced fatigue failure initiation in VHCF regime (type II materials)

In gigacycle regime, corresponding to the second S-N curve (Region III in Figure 1-1(b) and
Figure 1-2), fatigue failure generally originates from internal inclusions. In the case of high
strength materials, internal inclusion-induced rupture in VHCF regime leads to the so-called
“fish-eye” fracture [10], [17]–[19], [22], [31], [41]. The fish-eye which is a characteristic
feature of the VHCF failure could be defined as the circular area that surrounds failure origin
site, and is formed as a result of internal circular crack propagation.
Figure 1-6 shows the typical fish-eye fracture surface and a higher magnification of the
inclusion at the center of the fish-eye for a bearing steel specimen ruptured in gigacycle regime
[42]. Generally, there are three mechanisms of fatigue crack initiation at inclusions: (i)
debonding of inclusion (ii) cracking of the inclusions (iii) slip band crack emanating from an
uncracked inclusion [43]. The first mechanism has been reported in high strength steels while
the last two mechanisms were reported to be operative in high strength aluminum [43].
However, there is a lack of experimental studies to discern which crack initiation mechanisms
actually operates [16].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1-6 Fish-eye fracture initiation in bearing steel (a) Entire fracture surface (b) Higher
magnification of the inclusion [42].

Usually for high strength steels, a characteristic rough region indicating fine granular
morphology occurs around the inclusion at the center of the fish-eye. This area which has a
different fractography appearance compared to its surrounding has been named in different
ways depending on the related observation approach; This region is named as fine granular are
(FGA) by Sakai et al. [19], optically dark area (ODA) by Murakami et al. [8], and also granularbright facet (GBF) by Shiozawa et al. [4], [31]. The term FGA is more frequently employed in
the literature and will be also used in the present study. In Figure 1-7(a), the main regions on
the fish-eye fracture surface, including the FGA, are distinguished for a Cr-Ni-W gear steel. In
addition, Figure 1-7(b) shows the morphology of the FGA around the inclusion for a bearing
steel ruptured in VHCF regime. The morphologies of different areas on the internal inclusioninduced fracture surface are shown schematically in Figure 1-7(c).

(a)
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(b)

(c)
Figure 1-7 (a) A typical example of internal inclusion-induced fracture surface with FGA [44] (b)
Rough morphology of the FGA [45] (c) Schematic representation of the morphologies of different areas
at the fish-eye fracture surface [45].

It is believed that the formation of FGA corresponds to the period of VHCF crack initiation and
consumes most of the fatigue life [16], [44]. Several models have been proposed to explain its
formation, such as “hydrogen-embrittlement-assisted cracking” by Murakami et al. [3], and
“dispersive decohesion of spherical carbide” by Shiozawa et al. [31]. Moreover, Sakai [22]
proposed that micro-scale polygonization is caused in the lath-martensite around the inclusion
during a long sequence of cyclic loadings and the FGA is formed as a result of debondings of
such very fine subgrain boundaries. Then he proposed a three step mechanism for fatigue crack
initiation in VHCF regime, as illustrated in Figure 1-8 [46]: (i) FGA formation by intensive
polygonization (ii) Nucleation and coalescence of micro-debondings (iii) spread of microdebondings over the FGA and formation of a penny-shape crack around the inclusion.
Grad et al. [47] suggested that the refinement of the crystalline structure around the inclusion
during the cyclic loading leads to the FGA formation. Nakamura et al. [48] reported that the
FGA is formed du to cyclic compression between the fine concavo-convex surfaces.
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Figure 1-8 Internal inclusion-induced fatigue crack initiation mechanism, proposed by Sakai [46].

Figure 1-9 illustrates the schematic of crack growth diagram representing three different
regions; Region III corresponds to unstable crack propagation leading to final fracture [19].
Region II represents the stable crack propagation which can be described by the Paris law and
corresponds to the flat area of fish eye surface. Finally, Region I in which the crack growth rate
is very small is correlated to the crack nucleation in FGA and is seldom discussed in the
literature [49].
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Figure 1-9 Classic crack growth diagram [49].

Fish-eye fracture is not always accompanied by the FGA formation [30], [50]. Figure 1-10
shows an example of fish-eye fracture surface without FGA in the case of high strength steel
ruptured in VCF regime. It is believed that FGA appears around the inclusion only if the stress
intensity factor, ∆𝑘, at the edge of the inclusion is less than the threshold value of crack
propagation, ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ [22], [46]. If the stress intensity factor value at inclusion edge exceeds the
threshold value of ∆𝐾𝑡ℎ the FGA does not appear and the crack is supposed to grow from the
edge of the inclusion following the Paris law [50]. In addition, it has been reported that the FGA
formation requires at least 107 cycles under fully reversed fatigue loading (R=-1). Moreover,
the formation of FGA is more obvious in high strength steels but there is no clear evidence of
FGA for the other materials. The only non-ferrous alloy for which fracture pattern of fish-eye
has been reported is Ti-6Al-4V [51]–[53]. In this case, a much rougher area was detected around
the initiation site but no FGA formation was found.
In spite of the proposed mechanisms and explanations available in the literature, the influential
factors and the related mechanisms of FGA formation have not been fully understood yet and
are remained as open questions.
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Figure 1-10 Inclusion-induced internal fracture without FGA formation [50].



Internal non-inclusion induced crack initiation

In spite of the well-established concept of internal inclusion-induced crack initiation in VHCF
regime, a few reports exist revealing another type of internal crack initiation in the VHCF
regime, which is non-inclusion, induced. For instance, Yu et al. [54]–[56] showed that for
bainite/martensite high strength steels both non-inclusion-induced and inclusion-induced crack
initiations occur under VHCF tests. In the case of non-inclusion crack initiation, crack was
initiated directly from the microstructure of substrate. In this case, the FGA was formed in the
center of the fish-eye, as shown in Figure 1-11 (the term ODA was used by the authors). They
explained that this phenomenon is related to the competition between the microstructure type
and inclusion level to dominate the VHCF behavior.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1-11 Internal non-inclusion induced fracture of bainite-martensite steel ruptured at 𝝈𝒂 = 500
MPa, Nf=2.218×108 cycles: (a) Entire fracture surface (b) Fish-eye region (c) Higher magnification of
FGA (ODA) [54].
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1.2 Ultrasonic Fatigue Testing
1.2.1 Introduction of fatigue loading techniques
In the field of mechanical engineering, a variety of components such as automobile parts, train
wheels, axles, tracks, and aircraft components are subjected to cyclic loading. Therefore, fatigue
testing to assess the resistance of a specific material against cyclic loading has been of great
importance in engineering design. Generally speaking, fatigue characterization of materials can
be carried out by employing four main types of testing machines:
I. Servo-hydraulic testing systems
These machines which are usually used for fatigue testing in conventional regimes (N<107
cycles) typically work at frequencies in the range of 10 Hz to 100 Hz. A hydraulic cylinder,
which is driven by a servovalve-feedback control, is used to load the specimen. In this
procedure, since the oil pressure should be generated anew for each cycle, the overall energy
consumption is high.
II. Resonant and forced-vibration machines
Traditional resonant testing machines are mechanical vibration systems consisting of a
spring-mass, which functions as an electromagnetically driven oscillator vibrating at its
eigenfrequency. In this system, the specimen is part of the vibration system. Resonant
fatigue testing systems allow higher testing frequencies and lower power consumption
compared to servo-hydraulic machines. The typical frequencies of these systems lie in the
range of 50-250 Hz. Nowadays a variety of forced vibration-based systems working at
frequencies of 500 Hz or 1.8 kHz are also available [57], [58]. Electromagnetic resonant
fatigue test machines working at the frequencies of 40-300 Hz have been also developed
[59].
III. Rotating bending systems
Rotating bending systems were the first fatigue testing machines and Wöhler was the first
who used them for measurements of fatigue data and defining the endurance limit [60]. The
first reports of VHCF rupture of high strength steels (𝑁𝑓 >108 cycles) at amplitudes below
the conventional fatigue limit were developed by using this type of fatigue loading system
[2]–[5]. Rotating bending fatigue machine applies a predefined bending stress to a
cylindrical specimen via a certain bending moment. Figure 1-12 shows a rotating bending
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machine developed by Sakai at al. [61]. These systems, which can achieve frequencies
ranging from 0.1 Hz to 200 Hz, are robust and reliable with a cheaper construction and
operation than the servo-hydraulic machines. One disadvantage of this machine is that since
the specimen usually rotates around the bending stress axis, the stress distribution along the
cross section is not uniform. Employing multiple-axis cantilever type rotating bending
fatigue machines considerably reduces the testing time [62]. Generally, application of
rotating bending fatigue machines has made an important contribution to material fatigue
characterization in VHCF regimes, especially by Japanese and Chinese scientists, see e.g.
[9], [19], [22], [43], [63]–[66].

Figure 1-12 Dual-spindle rotating bending fatigue testing machine [61].

IV.

Ultrasonic machines

Present developments of new industrial machines provide possibility of higher loadings,
higher speeds and high reliability in order to increasing efficiency as well as cost saving.
Therefore, many industrial and vehicle components have to withstand a large number of
cycles, more than 108, during service. The conventional fatigue testing does not have
practical capability to provide fatigue results in the VHCF regime. This could be
successfully accomplished using ultrasonic fatigue test machines, which work at
frequencies in the range of 15-30 kHz with the typical frequency of 20 kHz. This high
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frequency offers drastic decrease in time and subsequently in cost of fatigue testing. In fact
ultrasonic fatigue testing is a resonance technique operating at the frequency of ~20 kHz
which can reduce the testing time by a factor of 20-100 as compared to the aforementioned
techniques [60]. The main components of an ultrasonic fatigue system are a power
generator, a piezoelectric transducer, an ultrasonic horn (mechanical amplifier), and
measuring and controlling units. The ultrasonic fatigue specimen is usually axially
symmetrical with a round or rectangular cross-section. The detail of the ultrasonic machine
components and specimen design will be presented in Chapter 2. Concerning the high
applied frequency, special attention should be given to the heat damping and controlling the
temperature increase. Generally, liquids or compressed air can be used for cooling the
specimen. In addition, loading with periodic interruptions (pulsed loading) is a possible
procedure to avoid the specimen heating [67].

1.2.2 History of ultrasonic loading
The first application of resonance fatigue testing refers to the beginning of 20th century, when
Hopkinson developed the first electromagnetic resonance system in 1911, working at the
frequency of 116 Hz [68]. Up until then, the maximum achievable testing frequency with a
mechanically driven system was 33 Hz [68]. In 1925 Jenkin used the similar technique to
achieve the frequency of 2.5 kHz to test copper, iron and steel wires [68]. After 4 years, in 1959
the test machine of Jenkin and Lehmann reached a 10-kHz frequency with a pulsating air
resonance [68]. However, it was in 1950 when the most important step in development of
ultrasonic fatigue testing was taken by Mason [69], who introduced for the first time the
piezoelectric and magnetostrictive types of transducers. These transducers were capable of
translating 20-kHz electrical signals into displacement-controlled 20-kHz mechanical
vibrations. He employed the 20-kHz ultrasonic waves to induce material fracture in fatigue.
Today, the design of Mason’s machine is the basis of most modern ultrasonic fatigue testing
machines. The first endurance measurements and S-N curve determinations under fully
reversed ultrasonic loadings were conducted in 1959 after the proposition of Neppiras [70].
Afterwards, ultrasonic fatigue testing had been increasingly employed since the 1970s, see e.g.
the pioneer works of Awatani et al. [71] in Japan, the research group of Weiss [72], [73], and
in particular Stanzl-Tschegg [74] in Austria. For the first time, ultrasonic fatigue crack growth
and threshold measurements were started in about 1973 [75]. At that time, the existence of a
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fatigue limit in VHCF regime was not the key issue and the obtained S-N data did not go beyond
108 cycles. The main objectives of ultrasonic fatigue tests at this period was to conduct timesaving fatigue tests, to study the effect of high frequencies on fatigue process and to control the
consistency of the data obtained from ultrasonic test with those measured from conventional
fatigue loadings [6]. After introduction of the concept of material failure possibility in VHCF
regimes at amplitudes below the conventional fatigue limit, Bathias started his work in
ultrasonic fatigue loading with the primary goal of investigating whether a fatigue limit exist in
VHCF range of 1010 cycles [1]. Moreover, Bathias with Wu [76] and Ni [77] developed
computer controlled systems for ultrasonic fatigue testing enabling to follow exactly the desired
loading sequences and consequently conducting variable amplitude fatigue loadings by
ultrasonic machines.
Today, different ultrasonic fatigue systems are available developed by commercial
manufacturers or research institutions. In spite of differences in process control, obtainable
accuracy, and possible testing applications, all these ultrasonic systems share the same basic
mechanical principles. Constant amplitude and random amplitude ultrasonic testing methods
have been employed in industrial applications such as aircraft, automobile, railway, and
offshore structures. Particularly, some in-service loading conditions of aircraft fall into the
ultrasonic region, for which the application of ultrasonic loading is of great importance [68].

1.2.3 Advantages and drawbacks
Primarily, due to the extremely high loading frequency of 20 kHz, ultrasonic fatigue loading
considerably reduces the testing time and makes it possible to investigate the VHCF properties
of materials in a reasonable time. For instance, it takes 14 hours to reach 10 9 cycles with
ultrasonic loading, while using the conventional fatigue machines with a working frequency of
100 Hz, a time period of 4 months is required to go up to 109 cycles. Thus, the rapidity and
effectiveness are the most remarkable advantages of ultrasonic testing method. Possibility of
variable-amplitude loadings, low energy consumption and maintenance costs, and low noise
are some other positive points of this loading technique [60]. In addition, possibility to measure
the fatigue crack threshold at very slow crack growth rate is a strong advantage of ultrasonic
loading [78], [79].
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On the other hand, this accelerated loading technique brings out several shortcomings. All
vibrating parts including the specimen should be precisely shaped and sized, and no industrial
component testing is possible [60]. The ultrasonic experiments are displacement-controlled and
stresses cannot be measured directly. A major problem of ultrasonic loading is the heating of
the specimen due to the ultrahigh frequency. Therefore, it is necessary to cool down the
specimen by compressed air or nitrogen gas, or by applying intermittent loading method. The
last but not least shortcoming of ultrasonic loading is the possible frequency effect on fatigue
response of the material [78]. This is the subject of the following section, in which the effect of
ultrasonic frequency on fatigue characterizations of materials will be discussed in more detail.
1.2.4 Frequency and temperature effects
As mentioned in the previous section, owing to a high frequency of usually 20 kHz, ultrasonic
loading technique allows to reach very high number of cycles in a reasonable time and at lower
costs compared to conventional low frequency loadings. However, the potential influence of
this ultrasonic frequency on fatigue response of the materials, i.e. the so-called “frequency
effect”, has been controversial among researchers [79].
Generally, the influence of frequency stems from two main sources: strain rate effects and timedependent influence of environment. The former is the case for high ductility and strain rate
sensitive materials such as low-carbon steels, while the latter has been reported for some FCC
materials such as aluminum alloys [60], [79]–[81]. Low- and medium-carbon ferritic steels
exhibit clear discrepancy between fatigue life and fatigue strength, obtained from ultrasonic
loading and those measured from conventional fatigue tests [79]. In this case, as a general trend,
ultrasonic loadings produce higher fatigue lives than low frequency tests. The elevated fatigue
life and fatigue limit under ultrasonic loading have been mostly attributed to the increase of the
yield strength due to increasing the strain rate [79], [81]–[86]. The S-N data of several carbon
steels obtained from ultrasonic testing and conventional low frequency tests (with the
frequencies in the range of 10 to 400 Hz) are presented in Figure 1-13. All these data confirm
a frequency effect on fatigue response of the material so that ultrasonic frequency results in
higher fatigue limit and fatigue strength.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)
Figure 1-13 S-N data obtained from ultrasonic and conventional fatigue tests for (a) middle carbon
steel JIS S38C [83] (b) Low-carbon steel Q345 [84] (c) Fine-grain 15C-P steel [87] (d) 50CrMo4 steel
[81].

Tsutsumi et al. [82] reported for a low carbon steel that in the case of conventional fatigue tests
the slip bands were abundant in a large area around the crack but scarce under ultrasonic
loadings (Figure 1-14). They stated that the longer fatigue life and the higher fatigue limit of
low-carbon steels under ultrasonic fatigue are due to a reduction in crack tip cyclic plasticity
and subsequent lower crack growth rate during ultrasonic loading, as shown schematically in
Figure 1-15.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1-14 (a) Crack under conventional loading (R = -1, 𝑓=10 Hz, 𝜎𝑎 =190 MPa, N = 3.6×105 cycles,
Nf = 5.1×105 cycles) (b) Crack under ultrasonic loading (R = -1, 𝑓=20 kHz, 𝜎𝑎 =233 MPa, N = 3.6×105
cycles, Nf = 5.1×105 cycles) [82].
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(a)

(b)
Figure 1-15 Schematic illustration of crack growth mechanisms under conventional and ultrasonic
fatigue tests (a) Conventional fatigue test (b) Ultrasonic loading [82].

Guennec et al. [85], [86] conducted conventional fatigue tests with the frequencies in the range
of 0.2 Hz to 140 Hz, as well as ultrasonic 20-kHz fatigue loadings for S15C low-carbon steel
and reported a clear frequency effect on the S-N properties, as shown in Figure 1-16(a). They
normalized the S-N data by the yield stress at the individual frequencies, as shown in Figure 116(b). They concluded that the increase in the yield stress due to increasing the strain rate might
explain the elevated fatigue properties by increasing the frequency under usual frequency
ranges (0.2-140 Hz) but not for an increase from conventional frequencies to the ultrasonic one.
They maintained that under ultrasonic loading conditions some other factors in addition to the
strain rate effect on the yield stress should be taken into account. They attributed the higher
fatigue life and fatigue strength of the low-carbon steel, under ultrasonic loading to transition
of crack initiation mode from the usual transgranular, often reported at lower loading
frequencies, to intergranular crack initiation at ultrasonic frequencies. They also showed that
under usual frequencies of 0.2-140 Hz, dislocation dipoles as ladder or cell structures are
induced whereas in the case of 20-kHz ultrasonic loading, long segments of screw dislocations
are produced [86]. These results revealed the fact that the screw dislocations were nearly
immobile during the conducted ultrasonic tests. Magnin and Driver [88] also reported that the
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transition from transgranular to intergranular damage results in longer fatigue lifetimes by
increasing the loading frequency. A surface-to-internal-crack initiation transition has been
reported by Furuya et al. [87] as the cause of longer fatigue life of ultrafine-grain steel under
ultrasonic fatigue testing.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1-16 (a) S-N data of S15C steel under different frequencies (b) Normalized S-N data [85].

On the contrary to low and medium strength steels, high alloy and high strength steels (e.g.
martensitic stainless steels) are less susceptible to frequency effects and often there is a good
agreement between their fatigue life obtained from ultrasonic loadings and that measured from
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low frequency fatigue tests [12], [42], [89]–[91]. For instance the S-N data reported for some
high strength steels at conventional and ultrasonic frequencies are presented in Figure 1-17.
According to Mayer [79], why the fatigue properties of high strength steels are not sensitive to
the loading frequency is due to the very small plastic strain rate involved in HCF and VHCF
loadings of these materials.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1-17 S-N diagrams of high strength steels under conventional and ultrasonic frequencies (a)
NF 100C6 martensitic steel [42] (b) JIS SNCM439 steel [90].

As mentioned previously, strain rate and environmental effects are considered as the main
causes of frequency effects in ultrasonic fatigue loading. Because of the high frequency,
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significant temperature rises can occur under ultrasonic fatigue loading of metals especially at
high stress amplitudes [92]. Thus, temperature can be considered as a third cause of frequency
effect in ultrasonic testing [81], [82]. Since heating can usually be avoided by cooling the
specimen during the test or by employing intermittent loadings, temperature has not been
commonly considered as an effective factor on material fatigue response but is recognized as a
rather fictitious effect, which should be excluded by effective cooling or measuring by pulsepause testing. However, the effect of heat generation cannot be impeded for all materials under
ultrasonic fatigue loading even by cooling the specimen and using a pulse-pause mode [55],
[93], [94]. For instance, Peng et al. [93] stated that for structural steels with low tensile strength
the specimen is prone to heating and burning at high stress amplitudes even by employing
intermittent loading along with cooling systems. Ranc et al. [95] reported strong temperature
increase up to few hundreds of degrees for C45 steel under ultrasonic loading, in spite of using
cooling systems. Yu et al. [55] affirmed that for bainite-martensite steels under intermittent
ultrasonic loading, when the stress level is high, the generated heat cannot be dissipated
effectively in spite of maximizing the interruption time and minimizing the oscillation time.
They found that although the extension of interruption time can improve the VHCF properties,
the fatigue life and fatigue limit are lower in ultrasonic loading compared to the conventional
165-Hz frequency tests, as shown in Figure 1-18. They assigned this reduction to the high
temperature, which worsens the fatigue properties of the material.

Figure 1-18 S-N diagram of a bainite/martensite steel under 165-Hz and 20-kHz fatigue tests [55].
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1.3 Thermographic Studies under Fatigue Loading
1.3.1 Background
Because of the costly and time-consuming nature of traditional fatigue-characterization
experiments, several alternative approaches have been developed to carry out a rapid evaluation
of fatigue properties. Since fatigue loading is an energy-dissipating process, it is accompanied
by temperature variations of the material that undergoes a fatigue test. Therefore, most
alternative fatigue characterization methods are based on a thermographic analysis of the
material under fatigue loading. The thermographic method is based on the analysis of the
surface temperature of a specimen subjected to cyclic fatigue loading. In situ thermographic
monitoring allows the detection of fatigue damage in the early stages of fatigue life [96]. Thus,
some researchers have employed this approach as a nondestructive evaluation of materials
under cyclic loadings (see, e.g. the pioneer works of Stromeyer [97] and Luong [98]). In
addition to its rapidity, thermal analysis of fatigue damage provides additional information
about the cracks position and dimension [99].
The thermographic fatigue characterization and damage analysis have been performed in the
literature via two main approaches:


Measurements and monitoring of the superficial temperature during fatigue loading (see
e.g. [100], [101]). The corresponding procedure of determination of fatigue limit is to
subject the specimen to gradually increasing stress amplitudes until failure along with
temperature recording. The fatigue limit can be evaluated considering either the steadystate temperature 𝑇, or the heating rate (∆𝑇/∆𝑁), where 𝑁 is the number of cycles. Both
procedures involve linear regression straight lines to approximate the thermal data and
subsequently find the fatigue limit [99].



Evaluation of dissipative sources which employs the heat diffusion equation to
separately estimate the coupling sources and the dissipative sources to analyze the
fatigue process (e.g. [102], [103]). The dissipated energy can also be useful in
determination of the fatigue limit and also to detect local plastic deformation [98].

The succeeding paragraphs (Sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.3) provide a brief review to the fatigue
thermographic studies reported in the literature.
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1.3.2 Thermographic studies under conventional fatigue loadings
The aforementioned thermographic measurements have been widely used to model or predict
HCF material properties such as fatigue life or fatigue limit under conventional low frequency
fatigue tests. For instance, Munier et al. [104] employed self-heating measurements to develop
the S-N-P curves (i.e. stress amplitude-number of cycles to probability of failure) for a variety
of steel grades. Figure 1-19(a) shows their obtained S-N-P curves for DP600 steel. They used
a two scale probabilistic model with two dissipative mechanisms to estimate the mean
endurance limit of the material based on self-heating measurements, as shown in Figure 119(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1-19 Identification of (a) the mean endurance limit (b) the S-N data, for DP600 steel based on
self-heating measurements [104].

Guo et al. [105] developed a calculation model based on intrinsic dissipation for rapid
evaluation of high cycle fatigue parameters (fatigue limit and S-N curve). They verified this
model based on the experimental observations for a kind of martensitic stainless steel. By
analysis of their experimental results, they showed that there is a critical stress amplitude, 𝜎0 ,
at which the intrinsic dissipation mechanism transits from internal friction to the combined
effect of internal friction and microplasticity, as shown schematically in Figure 1-20. They
indicated that this critical stress amplitude corresponds the fatigue limit of the material.
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Figure 1-20 Determination of the fatigue limit based on the energy method [105].

1.3.3 Thermographic studies under ultrasonic fatigue loadings
Ultrasonic fatigue loading may induce a much higher temperature increase than conventional
fatigue tests that use frequencies below 100 Hz. Therefore, several research studies have been
conducted on thermal measurements and calorimetric studies for metallic materials under
ultrasonic fatigue loading in high and very high cycle fatigue ranges. These research works can
be categorized into two groups: (i) fatigue damage and crack initiation investigations (ii) rapid
estimation of fatigue properties. Each category will be introduced in the following sections.


Fatigue damage and crack initiation investigations

The first category consists of studies that have used dissipation estimations to investigate the
fatigue damage process and crack initiation mechanisms in HCF and VHCF regimes [42], [92],
[96], [106]–[111]. For instance, Bach et al. [111] developed a new method to monitor
irreversible plastic deformation during ultrasonic fatigue loading based on dissipated energy.
According to the results obtained for three ferritic-pearlitic steels, they suggested that a
particular energy density has to be achieved to promote crack initiation during cyclic loading
(see Figure 1-21). Finally, they concluded that infinite fatigue life is possible when cyclic
irreversible deformation is too small to provide the stress required for crack initiation or when
the nucleated cracks cannot overcome the first microstructural barriers.
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Figure 1-21 Dissipated energy per cycle (∆ DEC) versus stress amplitude for C15E, C45E, and C60E
steels [111].

Xue et al. [107] and Wagner et al. [96] employed in situ thermography and fracture surface
analysis for different steels and aluminum alloys under ultrasonic fatigue loading and showed
that a correlation exists between the temperature fields in the specimen and the fatigue damage
process. Krewerth et al. [112] adapted in situ thermography method for ultrasonic loading of
G42CrMo4 steel. They correlated the fractography and thermography for precise determination
of the crack initiation site, and the time of the final crack growth. Moreover, they used this
technique to study crack initiation at non-metallic inclusions. Wang et al. [113] studied the first
signs of fatigue crack initiation in HCF regime for Armco iron under ultrasonic fatigue. From
temperature recording, they measured the intrinsic dissipation fields and showed that above a
given stress amplitude slip marks can be clearly observed on the specimen surface, which was
correlated to the main energy dissipation sources. Moreover, as the crack starts to grow, due to
the plastic zone at the crack tip a rapid increase can be observed in the temperature. Based on
this concept, the number of cycles at crack initiation can be determined from the temperature
recording during cycling. This method has been employed by several authors to determine the
number of cycles at crack initiation [24], [42], [92], [96]. For instance Bathias [42] employed
this method in the case of VHCF of 4240 steel, as shown in Figure 1-22.
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Figure 1-22 Crack initiation detection in VHCF regime by employing thermal measurements [42].

In general, for both low- and high-frequency fatigue tests, the classical temperature evolution
of a material that undergoes fatigue straining and damage up to failure consists of three main
stages. The first stage is an initial increase at the beginning of the test, the second stage is
associated with a steady-state or a slight increase and the last stage is a final sharp increase that
is related to fracture initiation (see e.g. [42], [114]). Figure 1-23 illustrates schematically these
three stages of temperature evolution. However, some thermal studies of ferrite-based steels
under ultrasonic fatigue loadings revealed abnormal thermal responses.

Figure 1-23 Schematic representation of temperature evolution under fatigue loading [105].
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Ranc et al. [20] observed that ferritic-pearlitic C45 steel that was loaded cyclically at 20 kHz
did not follow this classical thermal response and exhibited a steep increase in temperature up
to a few hundreds of degrees, which did not lead to a final rupture. Huang et al. [115] observed
a similar abnormal thermal response for another ferritic-pearlitic steel (A48 steel according to
the French standard), which showed an unusual change in temperature increase rate without
any fracture initiation. This kind of abnormal thermal response has been also reported for Ti6Al-4V alloy [116]. However, no explanation was provided for the mechanisms behind such
abnormal thermal responses under fatigue loading.



Rapid estimation of fatigue properties

The second group of research works on thermal measurements under ultrasonic fatigue loading
has employed thermal response of materials for the rapid estimation of their fatigue properties.
For instance, Huang et al. [117], [118] investigated the fatigue dispersion of a titanium alloy
and a low carbon steel in VHCF regime using a 20-kHz ultrasonic testing machine. They
observed that a plot of the variations of mean stationary temperature increment versus stress
amplitude comprised two linear curves with an intersection point, as shown in Figure 1-24.
They attributed the change in the slope of this plot to a change in dissipation mechanism from
anelastic to inelastic (similar to what has been widely reported for metals under conventional
low-frequency fatigue tests, e.g. in [105], [119]).

Figure 1-24 Bilinear relationship between the mean temperature and stress amplitude for low carbon
steel under ultrasonic fatigue loading [118].
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Giertler and Krupp [120] conducted successive ultrasonic fatigue tests along with in situ
infrared thermography for 50CrMo4 tempered carbon steel, as shown in Figure 1-25(a), to
correlate the local plastic deformation and the macroscopic fatigue behavior. They measured
the fatigue limit of the material by plotting the change in the temperature versus the
corresponding stress amplitude, as presented in Figure 1-25(b). They observed two different
regimes in temperature-stress amplitude diagram. In the first regime temperature changed with
the stress amplitude almost linearly and then the temperature increased exponentially in the
second regime. They correlated the first regime to local plastic deformation and the second
regime to fatigue crack propagation. Using a linear fit through each region, the intersection of
the two lines was found to occur at the stress amplitude of 483 MPa. Therefore, the fatigue limit
obtained from thermal measurements under ultrasonic loading was in a good agreement with
the fatigue strength obtained from conventional 95-Hz fatigue tests (490 MPa), while the fatigue
limit obtained directly by ultrasonic tests was significantly higher (680 MPa) due to the
frequency effect.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 1-25 Stepwise ultrasonic fatigue loading of 50CrMo4 steel (a) Temperature and frequency
changes during loading (b) Fatigue limit determination [120].

1.4 Dual-Phase Steel
1.4.1 Introduction
Development of advanced high strength steels (AHSS) was a profound progress in the field of
steel production, fueled by the strong demands of automotive industry. Dual-phase (DP) steels
which are the most developed and widely used AHSS in automotive manufacturing [121], were
developed in the mid-seventies, however their industrial production began in the 1990s [121].
DP steel contains hard martensite islands dispersed in a soft ferrite matrix, as shown in Figure
1-26. This composite microstructure with a soft matrix and a hard reinforcement phase provides
an interesting combination of high strength and good formability. Therefore, the passenger
safety and weight saving issues, which require a good strength/total elongation balance, are the
driving forces for the development and use of DP steels in automotive-related sheet forming
operations. Due to their high energy absorption capacity and fatigue strength, cold-rolled DP
steels are well suited for structural and safety parts of cars (for crash resistance) such as
longitudinal beams, cross members, and reinforcements. In addition, the hot-rolled dual-phase
steels with the tensile strength of 590-600 MPa (DP590/DP600) are extensively used for the
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automobile wheels fabrication [122], [123]. A schematic representation of DP steel application
in automotive manufacturing is presented in Figure 1-27.

Figure 1-26 microstructure of DP780 steel microstructure [124]. The bright grains ere martensite and
the dark grains are ferrite.

Figure 1-27 DP steel usage in car body [125].
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DP steel sheets can be produced by hot or cold rolling. The most common way to produce the
dual-phase microstructure is by an intercritical annealing, where austenite and ferrite are stable,
followed by a fast quench, resulting in transformation of austenite to martensite. The result is a
soft phase of ferrite with imbedded hard particles of martensite. Due to the characteristic of
high ultimate tensile strength, low yield strength, good strain hardening, good formability, DP
steels have a unique position among advanced high strength steels, as shown in Figure 1-28.

Figure 1-28 Comparison of the mechanical properties of dual-phase steels with other advanced high
strength steels [126].

1.4.2 Microstructural investigations of DP steels under fatigue loading
Many researchers have been working on the relationship between the microstructure and
mechanical properties of DP steels. Of many papers that have appeared in this area, few have
been concerned with the microstructural investigations of fatigue behavior of ferriticmartensitic dual-phase steels, especially in the high and very high cycle regimes. The published
works in the field of microstructural studies of DP steels under fatigue loading can be
categorized into three main groups: (i) investigations of microstructural effects on fatigue
behavior, (ii) thermal studies and self-heating measurements under fatigue loading, and (iii)
very high cycle fatigue studies. These categories of research works will be introduced in the
following sections.
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Microstructural effects on fatigue behavior of DP steels

The majority of published works in the field of microstructural studies of DP steels under
fatigue loading, is allocated to investigations of the effects of morphology, martensite or carbon
content and microstructural features on fatigue crack initiation or failure mechanisms of the
material (see e.g. [127]–[132]). These works mostly deal with the low cycle fatigue (LCF)
regime. For instance, Hadianfard [128] has studied the low cycle fatigue behavior and failure
mechanisms of DP600 steel by conducting interrupted LCF tests, scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and X-ray diffraction (XRD). It was shown
that at high strain amplitudes damage initiated by fractured martensite particles while at low
strain amplitudes damage started from ferrite/martensite interfaces and passed through the areas
with low martensite densities. Motoyashiki et al. [129] studied the effects of microstructural
features such as grain orientation, as well as phase and grain boundaries on crack initiation and
crack propagation behaviors in the early stages of fatigue life in a ferritic-martensitic dual-phase
steel. They found that surface crack nucleation occurred quite frequently at ferrite/martensite
and ferrite/ferrite boundaries, followed by crack propagation in the ferrite grains. This initiation
mode was attributed to the mismatch stresses at ferrite/martensite phase boundaries and at highangle grain boundaries.


Thermographic studies of DP steels under fatigue loading

The second category includes the research works which examine the fatigue behavior of DP
steels in terms of calorimetric effects or self-heating measurements [103], [104], [133]–[138].
For instance, Munier et al. [104] developed the S-N-P diagram for DP600 steel based on
thermographic studies, as previously presented in Figure 1-19. In another work, Munier et al.
[138] employed self-heating measurements under cyclic loading to predict the high cycle
fatigue properties of DP600 steel for different values of pre-strain. Boulanger et al. [103]
studied the fatigue behavior of a dual-phase steel in term of thermal effects in order to match
the energy manifestations of fatigue and constitutive equations drawn up in a thermodynamic
framework. Doudard et al. [133], [134] extended a two-scale probabilistic model for HCF
accounting for failure and thermal effects during cycling. They applied this model to DP60 steel
[134] DP600 steel [133] under 10-Hz cyclic loadings and showed that the model is able to
identify not only the mean fatigue limit but also the scatter of classical fatigue results. Figure
1-29 shows their measurements of temperature evolution and S-N data for DP600 steel.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1-29 Thermal measurements and fatigue data for DP600 steel (a) Temperature evolution versus
stress amplitude (b) S-N curves obtained from the probabilistic model based on thermal measurements
compared to those measured from experiments [133].

Connesson et al. [136] measured the dissipated energy for DP600 steel under traction-traction
uniaxial fatigue tests and reported that the dissipated energy depends on material plastic strain.
They concluded that the dissipated energy measurements under cyclic loading can be employed
as a non-destructive criterion to monitor the microstructural evolution of the material.
Moreover, they reported an excellent reproducibility between different specimens of DP600 for
dissipated energy measurements under cyclic loading.
Mareau et al. [137] developed thermal measurements for a dual-phase steel under fatigue
loadings with different loading ratios (R=-1 and R=-1/3). They measured the dissipated energy
per cycle and developed the heating curves as shown in Figure 1-30.
By studying the effect of mean stress on dissipated energy, they reported the existence of two
different dissipative mechanisms. At low stress amplitudes there was no mean stress effect
suggesting that the dissipative mechanism is anelastic and the strain is recoverable. On the other
hand, at high stress amplitudes the results were in agreement with the observation of PSBs,
implying that the deformation is unrecoverable and dissipation mechanisms are inelastic.
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Figure 1-30 Dissipated energy per cycle under fatigue loadings with different loading ratios for a
dual-phase steel [137].

Blanche [139] conducted energy measurements during HCF testing at 30-Hz frequency and
determined the change in dissipated energy and stored energy over cycles. He found that both
energies gradually rose over cycles, indicating a continuous fatigue process.


VHCF investigations of DP steels

The third group of research works concerned with fatigue behavior of dual-phase steels is
related to the very high cycle fatigue studies. Despite several works concerning VHCF of
bainite-martensite dual-phase steels [54]–[56], [140], duplex austenitic-ferritic steels ([141]–
[143]), or two-phase ferritic-pearlitic steels (see e.g.[111], [144]), published literature data are
scarce in the field of VHCF investigations of ferritic-martensitic dual-phase steels; it is limited
to the work of Chai in 2006 [145] in which VHCF tests have been performed to investigate the
subsurface non-defect fatigue crack origins (SNDFCO). In this work, rotating bending fatigue
tests were conducted with a frequency of 600 rpm or 10 Hz up to VHCF regimes to determine
the S-N curves and fracture mechanisms. Multi-stage S-N data were obtained as presented in
Figure 1-31(a). In addition, a transition of fatigue crack initiation from surface defects and
subsurface inclusions to SNDFCO was reported by increasing the fatigue life. Figure 1-31(b)
shows the fracture surface with SNDFCO. The author explained that SNDFCO is a damage
process caused by cyclic plastic deformation in the soft phase because of deformation mismatch
between two phases.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 1-31 VHCF behavior of a dual-phase steel under rotating-bending loading (a) Multi-stage S-N
diagram (b) Fracture surface with SNDCFO (𝜎𝑎 = 620 MPa, Nf= 3.60×106cycles) [145].

1.5 Conclusions and Positioning of the Present Research Work
According to the literature review presented in the preceding sections, there is an evident lack
of microstructural investigations of HCF and especially VHCF behavior of DP steels in the
published literature. As mentioned earlier, the main application of DP steels is for safety parts
in car bodies and for wheel applications. The service conditions predominantly represents HCF
and even VHCF conditions for these automotive parts [146]. In addition, knowledge of
initiation and propagation of fatigue cracks and deformation mechanisms in high and very high
cycle regimes are of great importance, as they can provide an insight into the alloy design and
applications.
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In this regard, ultrasonic loading technique is an effective tool for VHCF characterization of
materials (see Section 1.2), but raises the controversy about the frequency effect, especially for
metals with BCC structure, for which the deformation behavior is strain rate dependent. Despite
the numerous reports on the so-called frequency effect on fatigue behavior of materials with
BCC structure, no systematic investigation has been made on the potential ultrasonic frequency
effects on fatigue response of DP steels, the main deformation-carrying constituent of which is
ferrite with a BCC structure. More generally, evidence is needed to ensure the applicability of
ultrasonic loading to BCC materials with complex microstructures, a good representative of
which is dual-phase ferritic-martensitic steel.
In a variety of research works on fatigue loading of BCC materials, the temperature increase
has been reported to be less than 100°C, therefore the effect of temperature increase on the
fatigue and deformation of the material has not been studied (see e.g. [24], [81], [86], [95],
[111]). However, is the temperature effect really negligible? In addition, in some research works
concerning thermal measurements of ferrite-based steels, an abnormal thermal response was
observed under ultrasonic fatigue loading, in the sense that a steep increase occurred in
temperature up to a few hundreds of degrees which did not lead to a final fracture (see e.g. [95],
[115]). However, no explanation has been provided for these kinds of abnormal thermal
responses.
The present work aims at explaining the high and very high cycle fatigue behavior of ferritebased steels accounting for strain rate and temperature effects. For this purpose, DP600 dualphase steel, which consists of a ferrite matrix containing martensite islands, is investigated
under 20-kHz ultrasonic loading as well as conventional low frequency fatigue tests. In both
cases, the S-N curves are obtained and the effect of frequency on fatigue life and fatigue limit
is studied. Fractography studies are conducted to reveal the crack initiation and fracture
mechanisms in high and very high cycle regimes. In addition, the effect of frequency on crack
initiation and material failure is investigated. Moreover, thermographic measurements are
performed and mechanisms are proposed to explain the observed abnormal thermal response of
some ferrite-based steels under ultrasonic loading and correlate it to the fatigue and deformation
behavior. A strain rate-temperature transition map is developed to correlate the fatigue response
of the material to deformation mechanisms by gathering the results of the present research and
data from literature for ferrite-based steels.
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Résumé
Matériau et Méthodes
Ce chapitre traite de l'introduction du matériau et de la procédure expérimentale utilisée dans
ce travail. Le matériau étudié est l'acier dual phase DP600 qui a été fourni par ArcelorMittal
sous forme de feuilles laminées à chaud de 3,6 mm d'épaisseur. Grâce à ses propriétés
mécaniques élevées, cet acier permet d'alléger les structures par une réduction des épaisseurs.
Il peut être notamment utilisé dans l'automobile pour les voiles de roues, les profils allégés, et
les coupelles d'amortisseurs. La microstructure du matériau, contenant 15 vol.% de martensite,
a été étudiée par microscopie optique (MO), microscopie électronique à balayage (MEB) et
diffraction d’électrons rétrodiffusés (EBSD). Aucune différence considérable n'a été détectée
dans la morphologie des grains dans la direction de laminage, la direction traverse, et la
direction normale. À partir de l'analyse EBSD, la taille moyenne des grains a été obtenue à
7µm. Deux types d’analyse ont été réalisés dans ce travail : (i) études par thermographie pour
étudier la réponse thermique du matériau sous chargement de fatigue, (ii) essais de fatigue afin
d’établir la courbe S-N, étudier les mécanismes de déformation et les faciès de rupture. Pour
chaque analyse, deux types d’essais de fatigue ont été effectués : chargement de fatigue
ultrasonique à 20 kHz et essais de fatigue conventionnelle à des basses fréquences de 30, 50 et
80 Hz. Tous les essais de fatigue ont été réalisés en traction-compression avec un rapport de
charge R = -1. Des éprouvettes plates à section rectangulaire ont été utilisées. Les dimensions
des éprouvettes de fatigue ultrasonique ont été obtenues en résolvant les équations de vibration
afin d'atteindre une fréquence de vibration résonnante de 20 kHz pour l'éprouvette. Les
éprouvettes de fatigue conventionnelle ont été conçues de telle sorte que, pour une même
amplitude de déplacement, la répartition de la contrainte au voisinage du centre de l'échantillon
soit équivalente à celle des échantillons pour la fatigue ultrasonique. Dans les deux cas,
l'amplitude de chargement était faible de sorte que l'échantillon se déforme élastiquement du
point de vue macroscopique. Toutes les éprouvettes ont été électropolies après le polissage
mécanique, afin d'éliminer les contraintes résiduelles en surface induites par le polissage. En
outre, la thermographie infrarouge in situ a été utilisée pour enregistrer la température moyenne
sur la surface de l'échantillon sous chargement de fatigue. Dans tous les cas, la température a
été mesurée au centre de l'éprouvette dans une zone circulaire de diamètre 1 mm. Enfin, afin de
caractériser le comportement mécanique du matériau à haute température, des essais de traction
uniaxiale ont été effectués à 350 ° C.
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2.1 Material
2.1.1 Introduction and properties
As explained earlier in Chapter 1, dual-phase steels consist of hard martensite islands dispersed
in a soft ferritic matrix, which has a body-centered cubic (bcc) structure. Usually they are lowcarbon materials with 10-40 vol.% martensite. Thanks to their composite microstructure (softmatrix/hard-reinforcement), DP steels exhibit early and continuous yielding, high initial strain
hardening rate as well as high overall strength and ductility.
The material studied in this research was a commercial DP600 dual-phase steel. This ferriticmartensitic steel which contains 15 vol. % martensite was supplied as hot-rolled sheets of 3.6
mm thickness by ArcelorMittal. Due to its high strength, hot-rolled DP600 steel is a good
candidate to reduce the weight of automotive components by decreasing their thickness. Some
of the automotive applications of this steel are wheel webs, shock towers and fasteners. An
application example of hot-rolled DP600 is presented in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1 Wheel web made up of hot-rolled DP600 [147].

The chemical composition and the mechanical properties of the material are presented in Table
2-1 and table 2-2, respectively. There is no significant mechanical anisotropy as far as the yield
and ultimate tensile strengths are concerned.
Table 2-1 DP600 chemical composition [104].
Alloying element
% weight

C
0.0748

Mn
0.933

Si
0.213

Cr
0.727

Ni
0.020

Al
0.039

Nb
0.0425
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Table 2-2 Mechanical properties of DP600 steel in the rolling direction [104].
Young’s
Modulus (GPa)
210

Yield strength
(MPa)
440

Ultimate tensile
strength (MPa)
650

Elongation (%)
20

Mass density
(kg/m3)
7800

2.1.2 Microstructural characterization
The material microstructure was investigated by Optical Microscopy (OM), Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM), and Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD). Transverse and longitudinal
sections of the sheets were prepared followed by conventional metallographic sample
preparation including grinding, polishing and etching. In this work the rolling, transverse, and
normal directions will be represented by R, T, and N, respectively, as shown schematically in
Figure 2-2.
The samples for OM and SEM observations were prepared by grinding down to 2000-grit
silicon carbide (SiC) papers, polishing with the diamond paste of 9 and 3µm, and a final
polishing step with colloidal silica suspension (OP-S suspension produced by Struers). Finally,
for revealing the microstructure the polished samples were etched by 2% Nital solution. For
EBSD analysis, the mechanically polished specimens were electrolytically polished by a
Struers Lectropol-5 electropolishing device. The electrolyte A2 produced by Struers was used.
The operating voltage, the duration and the flow rate were 28 V, 30 seconds and 10,
respectively.
The optical microscopy observations were made in different planes and the results are presented
in Figure 2-3. No considerable difference was detected in the grains morphology in three planes
of observation. Figure 2-4 shows the SEM micrograph of the material microstructure.
N

R
T

Figure 2-2 Directions of the rolled-sheet of material
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R
T

(a)

N
R

(b)

N
T

(c)
Figure 2-3 Dual-phase microstructure obtained from optical microscopy in three observation planes
(dark grains are martensite and bright grains are ferrite): (a) T-R plane (b) R-N plane (c) T-N plane.
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R
T

Figure 2-4 SEM micrograph of DP600 steel microstructure (dark grains are ferrite and bright grains
are martensite).

From EBSD analysis, the mean grain size (diameter) was obtained as 7 µm for the ferrite phase
with a standard deviation of 2.5 µm. Figure 2-5 shows the grain size distribution diagram. The
orientation map obtained from EBSD analysis is depicted in Figure 2-6. These results reveal an

Number of grains

isotropic distribution of grain sizes.

Grain diameter (µm)
Figure 2-5 Grain size distributions.
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T

R

150 µm

Figure 2-6 Inverse pole figure about the normal direction (martensite grains are represented in black).

2.2 Experimental Method
In the present research work, two main categories of experiments were conducted for the fatigue
characterization of the material: ultrasonic fatigue loadings at 20 kHz and conventional fatigue
tests at low frequencies of 30, 50, and 80 Hz. In the following sections, the principles of each
fatigue loading technique including the testing set-up, specimen design, and specimen
preparation will be introduced. Afterwards, the infrared thermography method which was
employed to study the thermal response of the material under fatigue loading will be briefly
explained. Finally the experimental procedure adapted to meet the main objectives of this work
will be demonstrated.

2.2.1 Ultrasonic fatigue loading


Testing set-up

Owing to a high frequency of usually 20 kHz, ultrasonic fatigue testing technology provides a
time saving and economical method to obtain fatigue data in very high cycle regime (N>109)
Table 2-3 compares the time necessary to reach very high number of cycles using 100-Hz
conventional testing and ultrasonic 20-kHz fatigue loading.
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Table 2-3 Ultrasonic versus conventional fatigue testing.
Number of cycles
107
109
1010

Conventional (100Hz)
1 day
4 months
3 years

Ultrasonic (20 kHz)
9 minutes
14 hours
6 days

The first ultrasonic fatigue testing machine was constructed by Mason in 1950 [148]. He
introduced a piezoelectric transducer that transformed 20 kHz electrical signals into mechanical
vibrations of the same frequency. His 20-kHz machine is used today as a basis for most modern
ultrasonic fatigue testing equipment. Due to the lack of standardization, the ultrasonic test
machines differ from laboratory to laboratory but there are four main concepts that are common
to all of them:
1. A power generator that transforms 50- or 60-Hz voltage signal into 20 kHz ultrasonic
electrical sinusoidal signal.
2. A piezoelectric converter that transforms the electrical signal into longitudinal ultrasonic
waves and mechanical vibration of the same frequency.
3. An ultrasonic horn that amplifies the vibration coming from the converter in order to obtain
the required strain amplitude in the middle section of the specimen.
4. The specimen, which is subjected to the loading created by the mechanical wave.
An ultrasonic fatigue system is schematically shown in Figure 2-7. The main function of the
ultrasonic system is to make the specimen vibrate in ultrasonic resonance at its first longitudinal
mode. The horn and test specimen are excited at 20 kHz and are therefore, sized to vibrate at
this frequency. In other words, the natural frequency in the first longitudinal mode of the horn
and the specimen is equal to 20 kHz. In fact, in the steady state a stationary wave of frequency
of 20 kHz is established throughout the system. At the beginning of the loading, the duration of
the transient regime corresponds to the time required for the stationary wave to be established
and the vibration amplitude applied to the specimen to reach the set-point 𝑢𝑠 . A stationary wave
is a wave in a medium in which each point on the axis of the wave has an associated constant
amplitude. The locations at which the amplitude is minimum are called nodes, and the locations
where the amplitude is maximum are called antinodes. The converter, horn, and specimen form
a mechanical vibration system with four stress nodes (null stress) and three displacement nodes
(null displacement) for an intrinsic frequency of 20 kHz. In Figure 2-7, points B and C
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(connection points), as well as point A and the converter top are stress nodes. The specimen
center is a displacement node. The displacement amplitude reaches its maximum at the end of
the specimen while the strain attains the maximum in the middle section of the specimen that
produces the required fatigue stress. Figure 2-7 shows the pattern of displacement and stress
amplitudes in the steady state. In the case of ultrasonic fatigue tests, it is the amplitude of
displacement at the output of horn, 𝑢𝑠 , which is imposed to the specimen and can be controlled
to obtain the desired stress amplitude at the center of the specimen.

Figure 2-7 Ultrasonic fatigue test system and the stress-displacement field [148].

Classical ultrasonic fatigue testing is displacement-controlled fully reversed push-pull cycling
(R=-1). The applied loading amplitudes are very low and material deformation can be
considered elastic from macroscopic point of view. During the tests, the maximum strain values
can be measured directly using miniature strain gauges suitably positioned on the sample
surface. Depending on the specimen loading, the horn is designed so that the displacement is
amplified between B and C (see Figure 2-7), usually three to nine times. The high applied
frequency leads to high temperature increases during loading. In order to prevent significant
temperature rises the specimen should be cooled or intermittent pulse-pause loading technique
should be applied. In the present work a continuous loading technique was employed
(intermittent loading method was not used) and an air-cooling system was used to cool down
the specimen. The cooling system consists of three air guns disposed around the specimen,
which blow the compressed air with a temperature of ~ -10°C. The employed ultrasonic testing
equipment is shown in Figure 2-8.
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Piezoelectric converter

Booster horn

Specimen

Air-cooling gun
system

Figure 2-8 Ultrasonic fatigue testing equipment.



Wave propagation and vibration

When the piezoelectric converter begins to vibrate, it creates a wave that propagates in the horn.
This wave interacts with all the interfaces it encounters, i.e. with the horn / specimen and
specimen / air interfaces. As explained in Ref. [149], using the results of elastic calculations it
appears that:


At the horn / specimen interface, the wave is totally transmitted from the horn to the test
specimen.



At the specimen / air interface, the wave is totally reflected into the specimen.



Back to the horn / specimen interface, the wave is totally transmitted from the specimen
to the horn.

It is assumed that the wave remains longitudinal, the amplitude of the wave is constant, and its
velocity depends on the medium in which it propagates. In steady state, the displacement field
⃑ 𝑖 , and that
within the specimen is therefore the sum of the field created by the incident wave, 𝑈
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⃑ 𝑟 . For example, in the case of a specimen with constant cross
created by the reflected wave, 𝑈
section, these fields can be written as [149]:
⃑ 𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑡) =
𝑈

𝑢𝑠
sin(𝜔𝑠 𝑡 − 𝜅𝑥)𝑥⃗
2
(2.1)

𝑢
⃑ 𝑟 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑠 sin(𝜔𝑠 𝑡 + 𝜅𝑥)𝑥⃗
𝑈
2

Where 𝜔𝑠 is the angular velocity of the vibrations (𝜔𝑠 = 2𝜋𝑓𝑠 and 𝑓𝑠 is the vibration frequency).
𝜅 = 2𝜋⁄𝜆 is the wavenumber in which 𝜆 denotes the wavelength. Thus, the total displacement
field is written as [149]:
⃑⃗(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑢𝑠 cos(𝜅𝑥)sin(𝜔𝑠 𝑡)𝑥⃗
𝑈

(2-2)

This displacement field is the characteristic of a stationary wave. As the variable of time, 𝑡, and
of space, 𝑥, are separated there are some points which have a zero vibration amplitude. In our
case, the vibration node must be located at the center of the specimen and the antinodes must
be at the ends. Therefore, the length 𝐿 of a specimen with constant cross section should be equal
to 𝐿 = 𝜆⁄2. The wavelength is defined as 𝜆 = 𝑐⁄𝑓 where 𝑐 is the velocity of wave propagation.
𝑠

For a longitudinal wave in a solid medium, 𝑐 depends on material properties and is defined as:

𝑐=√

𝐸(1 − 𝜈)
(1 + 𝜈)(1 − 2𝜈)𝜌

(2-3)

where 𝐸 denotes the Young modulus, 𝜈 is the Poisson ratio, and 𝜌 is the mass density. By
assuming a specimen with constant cross section and one-dimensional conditions, the wave
velocity can be determined from Eq. (2-3) by neglecting the Poisson effect (ν=0) as:

𝑐=√

𝐸
𝜌

(2-4)

Thus the length of an ultrasonic specimen with constant cross section is obtained as:

𝐿=

1 𝐸
√
2𝑓𝑠 𝜌

(2-5)
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Specimen design

Eq. (2-5) describes the specimen design principle in which the specimen length is determined
so that 𝑓𝑠 = 20 kHz. However, this equation is only valid for a cylindrical specimen with a
constant cross section and by considering one-dimensional conditions. In practice, to increase
more the stress concentration at the center of the specimen in order to accelerate the fatigue test,
an hourglass-shaped specimen with circular or rectangular cross-section is preferred over the
simple cylindrical specimen. With an hourglass-shaped specimen, the magnitude of the strain
wave amplitude is amplified for a given input. However, the variable cross-section complicates
determination of the resonance length. In the present work, hourglass-shaped specimens with
rectangular cross section were employed, as shown in Figure 2-9.

L2

2R1

L1

e

2R2

y
x

Figure 2-9 Geometry of the ultrasonic fatigue specimen (total specimen length is 𝐿 = 2𝐿1 + 2𝐿2 ).

The present problem is assumed one-dimensional and displacements are considered to occur
along the axis of the specimen. The coordinate along the specimen axis is denoted by x. It is
also assumed that plastic deformations are negligible in the presence of elastic deformations.
Thus, the behavior of the material will be considered as linear elastic with a Young's modulus
denoted by 𝐸.
Writing the dynamic equilibrium equation for a section of the material comprised between two
sections of the respective abscissas x and x + dx results in [68]:
𝜎(𝑥 + 𝑑𝑥, 𝑡)𝑆(𝑥 + 𝑑𝑥) − 𝜎(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑆(𝑥) = 𝜌𝑆(𝑥)𝑑𝑥

𝜕 2 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡 2

(2-6)

where 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) is the axial vibration displacement at position 𝑥, 𝑆(𝑥) is the area of the cross
section at position 𝑥 which is subjected to the axial stress 𝜎(𝑥, 𝑡). 𝑆(𝑥 + 𝑑𝑥) and 𝜎(𝑥 + 𝑑𝑥, 𝑡)
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denote the cross section area and the stress at position 𝑥 + 𝑑𝑥, respectively. Eq. (2-6) can be
rewritten as:
𝜕𝜎(𝑥, 𝑡)𝑆(𝑥)
𝜕 2 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡)
=𝜌
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑡 2

(2-7)

By assuming linear elastic material behavior:
𝜎(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝐸

𝜕𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑥

(2-8)

Consequently, the wave equation for the ultrasonic specimen with variable cross section can be
written as:
𝜕 2 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡)
𝜕 2 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) 𝜕𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) 𝑆 ′ (𝑥)
2
−
𝑐
(
+
)=0
𝜕𝑡 2
𝜕𝑥 2
𝜕𝑥 𝑆(𝑥)

(2-9)

where 𝑐 is the wave velocity defined by Eq. (2-4).
In the steady state we look for solutions of stationary wave type as (see Refs. [68] and [149] ):
𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑈(𝑥)sin(𝜔𝑠 𝑡)

(2-10)

Replacing 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) in Eq. (2-9) with Eq. (2-10) leads to the following differential equation for
displacement amplitude:
𝑈 ′′ (𝑥) +

𝑆 ′ (𝑥) ′
𝜔𝑠2
𝑈 (x) + 2 U(x) = 0
𝑆(𝑥)
𝑐

(2-11)

Concerning the boundary conditions, a displacement with the amplitude of 𝑢𝑠 is imposed to the
−𝐿

specimen end which is in contact with the ultrasonic horn (𝑈 ( 2 ) = 𝑢𝑠 ) and the specimen is
L

free at its other end (𝑈 ′ (2) = 0), according to Figure 2-9. Equation (2.11) can be solved using
a numerical method. In the present work, finite difference method was used. A MATLAB code
was developed to solve the vibration equation and consequently calculate strain and stress fields
along the specimen. The inputs to the code are as follows:


The frequency of the vibration of the horn.



The material properties including 𝐸 and 𝜌.



The dimensions 𝑅1 , 𝑅2 , 𝐿2 , and 𝑒.
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The applied displacement amplitude, 𝑢𝑠 . It should be noted that the displacements,
strains and stresses in the nodes are directly proportional to 𝑢𝑠 , the choice of which has
no effect on determination of 𝐿1 . Therefore, usually we take 𝑢𝑠 = 1 µm.

The outputs of the code are:


The length 𝐿1 .



The profile of displacement, strain and stress along the specimen.



The ratio of the maximum stress (at the center of the specimen) to the applied
displacement amplitude (𝑢𝑠 ), which is defined as 𝛽 =

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑢𝑠

.This constant will be used

in order to calibrate the ultrasonic machine.
𝑅1 , 𝑅2 , and 𝐿2 were determined according to experimental conditions and results reported in
the literature [149], and 𝐿1 was determined by iteration so that the stress vanishes at the end of
the specimen. The details of the numerical solution and iterative procedure can be found in Ref.
[149]. Moreover, 𝑅0 is determined from the following geometrical relationship, based on Figure
2-9:
𝑅0 =

𝐿22
(𝑅2 − 𝑅1 )
+
2(𝑅2 − 𝑅1 )
2

(2-12)

The dimensions of the ultrasonic specimen are presented in Table 2.4. Figure 2-10 shows the
displacement and stress profiles along the specimen for the displacement amplitude of 𝑢𝑠 = 1
µm. From this figure the ratio of maximum stress to displacement amplitude was obtained as 𝛽
= -16.24 MPa/µm. In addition, the uniaxiality of the stress field in the ultrasonic specimen is
confirmed in Ref. [150] through finite element simulations.

Table 2.4 Dimensions of the ultrasonic fatigue specimen.
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𝑅0 (mm)

27.2

𝑅1 (mm)

1.5

𝑅2 (mm)

6.0

𝐿1 (mm)

33.0

𝐿2 (mm)

15.0

𝑒 (mm)

2.0
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2
1

Stress amplitude (MPa)

Displacement amplitude ( m)

0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6

-2
-4
-6
-8
-10
-12
-14

-0.8

-16

-16.24 MPa

-1
-50

-40

-30

-20

-10

0

10

20

30

40

50

-18
-50

-40

-30

-20

x (mm)

-10

0
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40

x (mm)
y

y

x

x

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-10 (a) Displacement amplitude and (b) Stress amplitude distribution along the ultrasonic
fatigue specimen axis for the applied displacement amplitude of 𝑢𝑠 = 1 µm.

For a thin specimen loaded at stress ratio of R= -1, buckling can occur at the compressive half
cycle. Thus, after determination of specimen dimensions, the critical buckling stress should be
verified to be above the applied stress amplitudes during fatigue tests. The critical buckling
stress can be determined from Euler critical buckling relationship, as follows:
𝜎𝑏 =

𝜋 2 𝐸𝐼
(𝐾𝐿𝑐 )2 𝑆

(2-13)

where 𝐸 is the Young modulus, 𝐼 is the area moment of inertia of the cross section of the
column, 𝑆 is the cross sectional area, and 𝐿𝑐 is the unsupported length of the column. 𝐾 denotes
the column effective length factor, whose value depends on the conditions of end support of the
column and equals to 0.5 in our case.
The buckling sensitive area of the fatigue specimen corresponds to the gauge part of the
specimen whose section is variable. As the most unfavorable case, we assume a constant section
equal to the smallest section of the specimen (𝑒 × 2𝑅1 ) with the length of 2𝐿2 . From Eq. (2-13)
the critical buckling stress amplitude is obtained as 𝜎𝑏 = 3070 MPa, which is much higher than
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the yield strength of the material (𝜎𝑦 = 440 MPa). Therefore, during the ultrasonic fatigue
loadings of the material, the stress amplitude remains below the yield strength and considering
the measured critical buckling stress, the specimen is safe from buckling phenomenon.
The fatigue specimens were manufactured in the rolling direction of the sheets by CNC milling
machine. In order to attach the specimen to the horn, a screw was welded to the specimen by
laser welding (the mass of the screw was not considered in the aforementioned specimen design
procedure assuming that it does not have any affect on the specimen vibrations). The gauge part
of all specimens were grinded with a sequence of SiC papers (220-1200) and finally were
electropolished to remove residual stresses induced by the machining and mechanical polishing.
The employed electropolishing parameters are presented in Table 2-5. After electropolishing
the specimens were cleaned in ethanol solution using ultrasonic cleaner for 5 minutes. Surface
profilometry analysis showed that electropolishing removes a material layer of ~1.6 µm. Figure
2-11 shows the ultrasonic fatigue samples after welding the screw and polishing the gauge part.

Table 2-5 Setting parameters for the electropolishing procedure of fatigue specimens.
Electrolyte solution

A2

Mask size

2 cm2

Temperature

25°C

voltage

30 V

Flow rate
time

10
25 s

Figure 2-11 Ultrasonic fatigue specimens.
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Calibration of the ultrasonic machine

Before conducting fatigue tests, the ultrasonic machine should be calibrated in order to control
the stress amplitude in the specimen. The variation of stress amplitude at the center of the
specimen should be defined versus the applied vibration amplitude. In order to establish the
calibration curve, the displacement amplitude at the end of the horn corresponding to each
voltage level applied to the piezoelectric transducer was measured using a laser vibrometer, as
shown in Figure 2-12.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-12 Laser vibrometery to measure the real displacement amplitude at the free end of the horn
(a) An example of the input signal measured by the oscilloscope (b) The laser vibrometer and the
oscilloscope.

Generally, in order to carry out an ultrasonic fatigue test, a desired displacement amplitude
value is input to the controlling software and the computer applies the corresponding voltage to
the piezoelectric transducer. As a result, a sinusoidal displacement is imposed at the free end of
the horn, the amplitude of which is different from the displacement value input to the software.
The ratio of maximum stress to displacement amplitude, 𝛽, which was measured in the previous
section, can be used to determine the stress amplitude at the center of specimen based on the
measured real displacement amplitudes. The calibration curve was constructed for several
measuring points for low displacement amplitudes (𝑢𝑠 < 10 µm). Since the applied
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displacement amplitudes were small the heating of specimen was negligible and the cooling
system which may disturb the measurements was not used. The calibration curve i.e. the
variations of the maximum stress amplitude (at the center of specimen) versus the applied
displacement amplitude (input to the controlling software) is shown in Figure 2-13. The
calibration curve was established for the stress amplitudes more than two times lower than the
yield stress of the material (440 MPa). In the following, it was assumed that this linear
relationship is true even for higher stress amplitude up to 330 MPa.

Figure 2-13 Variations of the maximum stress amplitude versus the applied displacement amplitude.

2.2.2 Conventional fatigue loading


Testing set-up

Conventional low frequency fatigue tests were carried out at frequencies of 30, 50, and 80 Hz
by using a 10-kN servo-hydraulic MTS machine, as shown in Figure 2-14. The specimen was
fixed at one end and fully reversed sinusoidal shape load cycles were imposed at the other end
(R=-1).
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Specimen preparation

Similar to ultrasonic samples, the conventional specimens were hourglass-shaped with the
geometry shown in Figure 2-15. The dimensioning of the conventional fatigue specimens was
carried out so that for the same displacement amplitude, the stress distribution in the
neighborhood of the specimen center is equivalent to that of ultrasonic specimen. At the gauge
part of the specimen, the dimensions of low-frequency samples were adjusted to be close to
those of ultrasonic specimens in order to have similar volumes under loading. All parameters
including 𝑙1, 𝑙2 , 𝑟1 , and 𝑟2 were fixed and the value of 𝑟0 was determined to have the similar
stress gradients for low-frequency and ultrasonic samples in the vicinity of specimens centers.

Figure 2-14 Conventional fatigue experimental set-up.

l1

l2

𝑒
y

x

2r1

2r2

r0

Figure 2-15 Geometry of conventional fatigue specimen.
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The stress amplitude along the ultrasonic fatigue sample in the area close to the sample center
can be approximated as [149]:
1
𝜎(𝑥) = 𝜎0 + 𝜎0′ 𝑥 + 𝜎0′′ 𝑥 2 + 𝑂(𝑥 2 )
2

(2-14)

The stress amplitude should be maximum at the specimen center which results in 𝜎0′ = 0.
Moreover, the stress amplitude is directly proportional to the displacement amplitude imposed
at the end of the specimen, 𝑢𝑠 . Thus we can write 𝜎0 = 𝛽𝑢𝑠 and 𝜎0′′ = 𝜗𝑢𝑠 , where 𝛽 and 𝜗 are
constant parameters which are determined from the numerical calculation of stress profile along
the ultrasonic specimen explained in the previous section. 𝛽 is the ratio of maximum stress to
displacement amplitude which was obtained as 𝛽 = -16.24 MPa/µm (see Figure 2-10(b)). 𝜗
can be determined from the numerical calculation of the second derivative of stress at the
specimen center for 𝑢𝑠 = 1 µm. From the previously mentioned numerical calculation it was
obtained as 𝜗 = 4.07 × 105 MPa/m2/µm.
Consequently, Eq. (2-14) is simplified as:
𝜗
𝜎(𝑥) = (𝛽 + 𝑥 2 )𝑢𝑠
2

(2-15)

For conventional fatigue specimen, the stress amplitude at the central part of the specimen can
be calculated simply by dividing the applied force, 𝐹, to the cross sectional area which gives
𝜎(𝑥) = 𝐹⁄2𝑒 ′ 𝑟(𝑥) , where 𝑒 ′ is the specimen thickness and 𝑟(𝑥) can be determined as (see
Figure 2-15):
𝑟(𝑥) = 𝑟1 + 𝑟0 − √𝑟02 − 𝑥 2

(2-16)

A second-order limited expansion results in:
𝑟(𝑥) = 𝑟0 +

𝑥2
2𝑟1

(2-17)

Finally, the stress amplitude at the central part of the conventional fatigue specimen can be
obtained as:
𝜎(𝑥) =
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𝐹
𝑥2
(1
−
)
2𝑒 ′ 𝑟1
2𝑟0 𝑟1

(2-18)
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In order to have equivalent stress fields at the center of ultrasonic and conventional fatigue
samples, the following relation should be satisfied:
𝜗
𝐹
𝑥2
𝜎(𝑥) = (𝛽 + 𝑥 2 ) = ′ (1 −
)
2
2𝑒 𝑟1
2𝑟0 𝑟1

(2-19)

Therefore, the radius 𝑟0 , of the conventional fatigue specimen can be determined as:
𝑟0 =

−𝛽
𝜗𝑟1

(2-20)

Based on the calculated values of 𝛽 and 𝜗, 𝑟0 was obtained as 𝑟0 = 26.6 mm. The dimensions
of the conventional fatigue specimen are presented in Table 2-6. The stress profiles along the
ultrasonic and conventional specimens, obtained from MATLAB calculations, are compared in
Figure 2-16.
The same calculations of critical buckling stress as in the case of ultrasonic specimen were done
and the calculations revealed 𝜎𝑏 = 6908 MPa which is much higer then the yield stress of the
material.

Table 2-6 Dimensions of the conventional fatigue specimen.
𝑟0 (mm)

26.6

𝑟1 (mm)

1.5

𝑟2 (mm)

6.0

𝑙1 (mm)

20.0

𝑙2 (mm)

15.0

𝑒 ′ (mm)

3.0
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2
Ultrasonic specimen
Conventional specimen
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Figure 2-16 Stress distribution along the ultrasonic and conventional specimens (𝑢𝑠 = 1 µm) in the case
of ultrasonic specimen and 𝐹 = -146 N for the conventional sample)

The conventional fatigue specimens were manufactured in the rolling direction of the sheets by
CNC milling machine. The same grinding and electropolishing procedure as in the case of
ultrasonic specimens was applied to the gauge part of the specimen.

2.2.3 Infrared thermography
A thermographic camera which is also called an infrared (IR) or thermal imaging camera is a
device which detects infrared energy and converts it into electronic signal which is then
processed to produce a thermal image and perform temperature calculations. In this research
work, a FLIR system IR camera was employed to measure the temperature evolution on the
specimen surface during the fatigue tests, as shown in Figure 2-17. A spatial resolution of 0.024
mm per pixel was used. The acquisition frequency was 10 Hz. The temperature accuracy given
by the manufacturer is 20 mK but it actually depends on the adjustment of the camera.
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Considering the fluctuations in temperature, we considered that the accuracy is ±0.1°C.
Specimens were coated with a high-temperature resistant and strongly emissive black paint to
limit the errors associated with surface emissivity. In all cases, the mean temperature was
measured at the center of the gauge part of the specimen in a circular area with a diameter of
~1 mm.

Figure 2-17 The infrared camera and the ultrasonic fatigue set-up.

2.2.4 Uniaxial tensile tests
In order to characterize the mechanical behavior of the material at high temperatures, uniaxial
tensile tests were conducted at 350°C. The Instron 5881 tensile machine with the maximum
capacity of 50 kN was employed (Figure 2-18). This tensile machine is equipped with a furnace
allowing tests to be conducted at high temperatures up to 350°C. The tensile specimens were
machined according to ASTM E8 [151] standard in the rolling direction. Figure 2-19 shows the
geometry of tensile specimens. The tensile tests were conducted under displacement control at
a constant crosshead speed of 5 mm/min.
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Figure 2-18 Uniaxial tensile test set-up.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2-19 (a) Tensile test specimens (b) Specimen dimensions in mm.
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2.2.5 Testing procedure
Two main categories of fatigue experiments were carried out in this work:
1. Thermography studies to investigate the thermal response of the material under fatigue
loading.
2. Fatigue characterization tests to obtain the S-N curve, deformation mechanisms and
fractography.


Thermography studies

For both ultrasonic and conventional fatigue tests the thermography measurements consisted of
a series of successive cyclic loadings for the same specimen with increasing stress amplitude,
as illustrated in Figure 2-20. At each stress amplitude, a fatigue test was carried out up to 107
cycles in the case of ultrasonic fatigue and up to 2×104 cycles under conventional fatigue tests
and the temperature field on the specimen surface was recorded. All testing steps were
conducted at a constant stress amplitude, 𝜎𝑎 . At the end of each step, the testing machine was
stopped and temperature measurements were continued for 2 min to record the temperature
decrease of the specimen after stopping the test. A time gap of ~10 min between two successive
steps ensured that the specimen temperature was homogeneous and equal to the ambient
temperature before starting the next loading step. Fatigue tests were repeated for three samples
to ensure result reproducibility. In the case of ultrasonic loading, the air cooling system was not
used in order to measure the self-heating of the specimen under loading. In the case of
conventional fatigue tests, thermography measurements were carried out for the frequencies of
50 Hz and 80 Hz. Lower frequencies were avoided since no considerable temperature increase
occurs for low frequencies and temperature measurements would be more difficult in this case.


Fatigue characterization studies

The S-N curves were obtained by 20-kHz ultrasonic loadings and conventional fatigue tests at
the frequency of 30 Hz. This low frequency was applied for conventional tests to ensure that
specimen temperature did not increase highly and remained around the room temperature under
fatigue loading. In order to define the S-N curves, three samples were tested for each stress
amplitude. In the case of ultrasonic loading, the specimens were cooled during the tests to
decrease the effect of self-heating on the results.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2-20 Successive fatigue loadings for thermography studies (a) Ultrasonic loading, each block
consists of ~107 cycles (b) Conventional loading (each block consists of ~2×104 cycles).

Ultrasonic fatigue tests are displacement-controlled while conventional fatigue tests are
performed under load-controlled conditions. In both cases loading amplitude was low so that
the specimen deformed elastically from macroscopic point of view. Therefore the difference in
the loading techniques does not have any strong impact on the results [79], [81]. Deformation
and fracture mechanisms were investigated for both ultrasonic and conventional loadings
through SEM observations. In the case of ultrasonic loading, before SEM observations the
specimens were put in a rust remover solution (Evapo-Rust brand) to remove the oxide layer
formed at the surface during loading, and facilitate the microscopic observations. This solution
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is a non-toxic and non-corrosive water-based product which is generally employed for domestic
uses and does not have any chemical attack effect [152]. The specimens were put in this solution
for ~1 hour and then were rinsed, dried, and then were observed by SEM.
Each category is briefly introduced in the following sections. The general experimental method
and objectives are briefly presented in Figure 2-21.
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Objective

Ultrasonic loading,
f=20 kHz, no cooling

Successive loading on
the same specimen

Temperature evolution
under fatigue loading
Dissipated energy
estimation

Thermography studies
In situ IR thermography

Developing the selfheating diagrams

Conventional loading,
f=50, 80 Hz
Loading up to rupture at
constant stress amplitudes

Experiment categories

Ultrasonic loading,
f=20 kHz, air-cooling

SEM observations on the
surface and fracture section
of ruptured specimens

Determining the S-N
curves

Fractography studies

Fatigue characterization

Conventional loading,

Interrupted tests and
SEM observations on the
specimen surface

f=30 Hz
In situ IR thermography

Figure 2-21 Experimental procedure.

Crack initiation
mechanisms
Deformation
mechanisms

Chapter 3

Thermographic Studies and
Self-Heating Measurements

Résumé
Études thermographiques et mesures par auto-échauffement sous chargement de fatigue
Dans ce chapitre, les résultats obtenus à partir d'études calorimétriques lors des essais de fatigue
ultrasonique et conventionnelle ont été présentés. On a constaté que sous chargement
ultrasonique, il y a une amplitude de contrainte critique, au-dessus de laquelle un fort
échauffement se produit avec une température qui augmente de plusieurs centaines de degrés.
Dans ce cas, les images thermographiques ont révélé la formation d'une zone de température
inhomogène qui se propage puis disparaît en augmentant le nombre de cycles. Sous les
chargements conventionnels de 50 Hz et 80 Hz, le matériau a montré une réponse thermique
classique et un champ de température homogène pour toutes les amplitudes de contraintes avant
rupture. L'énergie dissipée par cycle a été mesurée en utilisant l'équation de diffusion de la
chaleur. Pour les essais classiques, aucun effet de fréquence n'a été observé en fonction des
résultats obtenus pour les fréquences de 50 Hz et de 80 Hz. Sous des chargements de fatigue
ultrasonique aux faibles amplitudes de contrainte, l'énergie dissipée par cycle est une fonction
quadratique de l'amplitude de contrainte. La comparaison des résultats a révélé que sous
chargement ultrasonique, l'énergie dissipée est significativement inférieure à celle des essais de
fatigue conventionnelle. En outre, la microscopie optique a révélé la formation de bandes de
glissement persistantes à la surface des éprouvettes dans le cas de chargement cyclique à base
fréquence, ainsi que des essais ultrasoniques à hauts amplitudes de contraintes. Cependant, pour
les essais ultrasoniques à faible amplitude de contrainte, pour lesquelles aucun échauffement
important n'a eu lieu, aucune bande de glissement n'a été détectée.
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3.1 Introduction
Since fatigue loading is an energy-dissipating process, it is accompanied by temperature
variations of the material that undergoes a fatigue test. In the present work, thermographic
investigations were carried out on DP600 steel under ultrasonic and conventional fatigue
loadings in order to correlate the thermal response of the material to the fatigue behavior and
deformation mechanisms. As will be shown, the thermal response of the material plays an
important role in understanding the deformation mechanisms under cycling at different
frequency levels. This is why it is preferred to present the thermal investigation results prior to
the fatigue characterizations which will be presented in Chapter 4.
In order to study the thermal response of material under ultrasonic and conventional lowfrequency fatigue loadings, successive fatigue tests were carried out with increasing stress
amplitude. Employing in situ infrared thermography, the mean temperature on the surface of
the specimen was recorded. Self-heating diagrams were developed for this material based on
mean temperature elevation. The mean dissipated energy per cycle was measured and the
variations of this dissipation versus stress amplitude were studied. Infrared thermographic
images were employed to develop a better understanding about the possible heating
mechanisms. The obtained experimental results are presented in this chapter. It should be
mentioned that part of the results presented in this chapter have been published in Journal of
Materials Science and Engineering A [153].

3.2 Ultrasonic Fatigue Loading
3.2.1 Temperature variations during cycling
As mentioned in Chapter 2, successive steps of the ultrasonic fatigue tests were conducted with
increasing stress amplitude and the mean temperature was registered at each step (see Figure 220(a)). For instance, Figure 3-1 shows the mean temperature evolution during one of the loading
steps and the temperature field on the specimen surface. From this figure it is clear that the
mean temperature increased rapidly at the beginning of the test (Stage Ι) and then stabilized at
a steady-state value (Stage ΙΙ). The stabilization of the temperature corresponds to a balance
between the mechanical energy dissipated into heat and the energy lost by convection and
radiation at the specimen surface and by conduction inside the specimen. Thus, the level of the
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stabilized temperature is linked directly to the dissipation. Stage ΙΙΙ shows the specimen natural
cooling after stopping the test at 107 cycles. This cooling stage occurred because of the stop in
dissipation (heat source) after stopping the test, and characterizes the heat losses due to
conduction and convection. This is the classical temperature evolution of a material that
undergoes fatigue straining (before rupture).

Stage Ι

Stage ΙΙ

Stage ΙΙΙ

(a)
64.5
61.5
59.3
56.9
53.8
47.2
42.3
35.0
26.8
24.0

(b)
Figure 3-1 Loading step with 𝜎𝑎 = 209 MPa: (a) Temperature evolution versus time; (b) Temperature
field on specimen surface at N = 9.9 × 106 cycles (mean temperature was measured in the circular area
in the center of the specimen, where the temperature is uniform).
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The evolutions of the mean temperature for some of the loading steps with different stress
amplitudes are shown in Figure 3-2. This figure shows that by increasing the stress amplitude,
the mean steady-state temperature grew gradually with the same trend as shown in Figure 3-1
until it reached ~100°C for the stress amplitude of 247 MPa (Curve (a) in3-2). However, by
increasing the stress amplitude from 247 MPa to 251 MPa, the temperature evolution trend
changed. The temperature was below 135°C during the early 8  106 cycles. At ~8  106 cycles,
the mean temperature increased significantly, peaked at ~350°C and then decreased slightly
before it stabilized at ~280°C (Curve (b)). The surface of specimen was oxidized due to the
high temperature. In this case the loading frequency decreased very slightly (~0.06 Hz) after
the strong heating and then stabilized again. For the next two loading steps with stress
amplitudes of 𝜎𝑎 = 266 MPa and 273 MPa (Curves (c) and (d)), the temperature elevation was
far less than the previous step at 𝜎𝑎 = 251 MPa. Increasing the stress to 𝜎𝑎 = 283 MPa (curve
(e)) resulted in a significant increase in temperature with the same pattern as seen previously
for 𝜎𝑎 = 251 MPa. These phenomena were repeated up to the specimen rupture at 𝜎𝑎 = 330
MPa. Indeed after the loading step with 𝜎𝑎 = 283 MPa (curve (e)), an increase in stress
amplitude to 300 MPa in the following step resulted in a decrease in the temperature elevation,
in the same way as that observed for 𝜎𝑎 = 266 MPa and 273 MPa. However, for the sake of
brevity, the results of these subsequent loading steps are not presented in Figure 3-2. It should
be mentioned that in Figure 3-2, for the loading steps with high stress amplitudes (𝜎𝑎 ≥ 247
MPa), the initial parts of the temperature evolution curves are missing because the temperature
was less than the minimum recordable value according the infrared camera calibration.
Figure 3-3(a) shows the temperature distribution along the length of the specimen gauge part
for some stress amplitudes. The temperature values have been measured along the central axes
of the specimen as shown in Figure 3-3(b). The temperature reaches its maximum around the
central part of the specimen. In order to study the temperature distribution in more details, the
results for stress amplitude of 247 MPa are separately presented in Figure 3-4. According to
this figure, there is little asymmetry in the temperature profile which results from the different
boundary conditions at the specimen ends.
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Figure 3-2 Temperature evolution versus number of cycles for different stress amplitudes before
stopping the tests.

y
Surface in contact
with the horn

Free end

x

(a)
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(b)
Figure 3-3 (a) Temperature profile along the specimen gauge part for different stress amplitudes under
ultrasonic loading (b) A sample thermograph showing the central axes, along which the temperature
values were plotted.

Figure 3-4 Temperature distribution along the specimen length for 𝜎𝑎 = 247 MPa.

3.2.2 Evolution of self-heating versus stress amplitude
For each loading step in Figure 3-2 and excluding the final step in which fracture occurred, the
mean steady-state temperature elevation, which is defined as ∆𝑇 = 𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑦 − 𝑇0 , is plotted
versus the stress amplitude in Figure 3-5. 𝑇0 is the initial temperature of the specimen that is
recorded each time before starting the test.
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Figure 3-5 shows that the temperature elevation increased gradually by increasing the stress
amplitude up to a critical value, 𝜎𝑐 =247 MPa (Point A) which corresponds to a critical
temperature, 𝑇𝑐 ≈100°C. Thereafter, an increase in the stress amplitude resulted in a significant
increase in temperature elevation (Point B). For subsequent slight increases in stress amplitude,
the temperature elevation decreased substantially (Points C and D) followed by another
significant increase at 𝜎𝑎 = 283 MPa (Point E). This trend continued up to specimen rupture.

Figure 3-5 Stationary mean temperature increase versus stress amplitude for a specimen under
successive ultrasonic fatigue tests.

Figure 3-6 shows the temperature fields on the specimen surface obtained from infrared
thermography for 𝜎𝑎 = 𝜎𝑐 = 247 MPa (Point A in Figure 3-5), in which the temperature field
on the specimen surface is correlated with the temperature evolution during cyclic loading. This
figure shows that the temperature was distributed homogenously through the specimen width
with a maximum zone at the center of the gauge area. The temperature field pattern was the
same for all stress amplitudes smaller than 𝜎𝑐 , with a difference only in steady-state temperature
value, which increased with increasing stress amplitude. However, the temperature field was
different for stress amplitudes greater than this critical stress amplitude, 𝜎𝑎 > 𝜎𝑐 , for which a
sudden increase occurred in temperature elevation (stress amplitudes corresponding to Points
B and E, in Figure 3-5).
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Figure 3-6 Temperature fields on specimen surface during fatigue loading and after stopping the test,
for 𝜎𝑎 = 247 MPa.

The thermographic images obtained for 𝜎𝑎 = 251 MPa (corresponding to Point B in Figure 35) are presented in Figure 3-7. As shown in this figure, after 7.756 × 106 cycles, the temperature
reached locally a minimum recordable value based on the camera calibration (T = 135°C) and
then an inhomogeneous temperature zone was observed at the left side of the specimen gauge
part. Afterwards, this zone propagated through the specimen with increasing the number of
cycles. This observation indicates the initiation of a strong localized dissipative mechanism and
a consequent creation of a high-temperature zone. Figure 3-7(d) and (e) show that after the
temperature peaked at ~350°C, the localized dissipation stopped and the temperature field
became homogeneous through the specimen width. In other words, homogeneous dissipation
occurred and temperature stabilized at a high level.
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Figure 3-7 Temperature fields on the specimen surface during cyclic loading and after stopping the test,
for 𝜎𝑎 = 251 MPa.

For the higher stress amplitudes (Point E in Figure 3-5) the same behavior was observed up to
the stress value at which specimen rupture occurred. Figure 3-8 depicts the temperature field
for 𝜎𝑎 = 330 MPa for different numbers of cycles up to rupture. Before N = 4.428 × 106 cycles,
the temperature was less than the minimum recordable value based on the camera calibration.
However, after this number of cycles, an inhomogeneous temperature zone was visible near the
specimen edge. This inhomogeneous zone grew rapidly up to specimen fracture, which
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corresponds to a maximum temperature. At this instant, the test stopped automatically and the
temperature dropped suddenly. After the specimen cooled down, it was possible to observe the
temperature distribution around the crack tip (Figure 3-8(f)).
In Figure 3-8(e), the white color means that the temperature exceeded the maximum recordable
temperature of the camera (365°C) for ~0.4 s. For stress amplitudes corresponding to Points C
and D in Figure 3-5, the temperature field pattern was the same as in Figure 3-6 (no localized
dissipative zone was observed).

Figure 3-8 Temperature fields on the specimen surface for 𝜎𝑎 = 330 MPa.
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Thermal measurements were repeated for several specimens to ensure reproducibility of the
results. Figure 3-9 illustrated the temperature elevation versus stress amplitude for three
specimens including the results previously shown in Figure 3-5. In Figure 3-9 the temperature
increase results are presented just up to the first abrupt temperature increase. There is a good
agreement between the measured data for the three specimens. It should be mentioned that a
challenging point in experimental temperature measurements was adjusting the calibration of
the camera according to the stress amplitude ranges. In some cases since the calibration was not
adapted properly, the abrupt temperature increase was not recorded. Therefore, although
measurements were carried out for numerous specimens, all temperature data were recorded for
all tested specimens. However the data related to stress amplitudes below 𝜎𝑐 , for which no
significant temperature elevation occurred was recorded for most of the specimens.

Figure 3-9 Mean temperature increase versus stress amplitude for three different ultrasonic specimens.

Figure 3-10 shows the measured critical temperature versus critical stress amplitude, for 5
specimens, including the ones presented in Figure 3-9. This figure shows that the critical stress
amplitude and critical temperature values are very similar for all samples. 𝜎𝑐 was found to be
in the range of 247 MPa to 256 MPa and the corresponding critical temperature ranges from 70
to 96°C. This result suggests that the abrupt temperature increase occurs above a specific stress
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amplitude which coincides with a specific mean temperature. Therefore, 𝜎𝑐 and 𝑇𝑐 can be
related to material properties. The average values of the data plotted in Figure 3-10 will be
considered as the critical stress and critical temperature of the material under ultrasonic loading
as 𝜎𝑚𝑐 = 252.7 ± 3.3 MPa and 𝑇𝑚𝑐 = 88.0 ± 11.8 °C, corresponding to plus or minus one
standard-deviation.

Figure 3-10 Critical stress amplitude and corresponding mean temperature for five different specimens
under ultrasonic loading (each point is related to one specimen).

3.2.3 Heat source estimations
Temperature variation is not an intrinsic material response as it depends on the material
diffusion properties and the thermal boundary conditions. Therefore, some methods have been
developed to determine the heat source fields that accompany the temperature variations and
these methods consider dissipated energy as a fatigue damage indicator. In other words, the
dissipated energy in a unit volume of material is a more promising representation of the material
behavior because of its clear physical meaning and its high sensitivity to microstructure
evolution [105], [154].
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In this study, the specific form of heat diffusion equation proposed by Boulanger et al. [103] is
used to estimate the intrinsic dissipation from temperature measurements. Assuming there is no
coupling between microstructure and temperature and neglecting the convective terms, the heat
diffusion equation is written as:
⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃑⃗
𝜌𝐶𝑇̇ − 𝑑𝑖𝑣(𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑
(𝑇)) = 𝑠𝑡ℎ𝑒 + 𝑑1 + 𝑟

(3-1)

where 𝜌 is the mass density, 𝐶 is the specific heat, 𝑇̇ denotes the time derivative of temperature,
𝑘 is the heat conduction coefficient, 𝑠𝑡ℎ𝑒 is the thermoelastic source, 𝑑1 is the intrinsic heat
dissipation and 𝑟 is the external volume heat supply. Moreover, 𝑑𝑖𝑣 represents divergence
operator and 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑 is the gradient. For the DP600 steel, 𝜌 = 7800 kg/m3 and 𝐶 = 460 J/kg/°C
[135].
It is assumed that the volume heat source is time independent so it is expressed as:
𝑟 = −𝑘𝑇0

(3-2)

in which 𝑇0 is the initial equilibrium temperature. By assuming that the material parameters
𝜌, 𝐶 and 𝑘 are constant and by introducing the temperature increase 𝜃 = 𝑇 − 𝑇0 , the heat
diffusion equation can be rewritten as:
𝜌𝐶𝜃̇ − 𝑘∆𝜃 = 𝑠𝑡ℎ𝑒 + 𝑑1

(3-3)

where 𝜃̇ denotes the time derivative of temperature increase and ∆ is the Laplace operator.
As suggested by Boulanger et al. [103], for symmetric boundary conditions, homogeneous heat
source distribution, and initial conditions corresponding to a uniform temperature field, it can
be assumed that heat losses are linear with respect to the temperature variation. Thus, 𝑘∆𝜃 can
𝜃

be approximated by −𝑘∆𝜃 = 𝜌𝐶 𝜏 , where 𝜏 is a time constant describing the thermal exchanges
between the specimen and its environment. The heat diffusion equation is rewritten as:
𝜌𝐶𝜃̇ + 𝜌𝐶

𝜃
= 𝑠𝑡ℎ𝑒 + 𝑑1
𝜏

(3-4)

The thermal boundary conditions are not symmetrical in this case because one end of the
specimen is fixed to the horn and the other end is free as discussed by Blanche et al. [109].
However, the thermographic images that were presented in the previous section show that the
specimen temperature field is symmetrical at low stress amplitudes (see Figure 3-3). That is
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why Equation (3-4) is considered here. For high stress amplitudes the temperature field was not
symmetric. Nevertheless, the aforementioned formulation was employed to make a rough
estimation of dissipated energy at high stress amplitudes (Points B and E in Figure 3-5).
The time constant 𝜏 can be determined at the end of the test, just after the unloading when there
is no applied stress; at this moment, the thermoelastic and intrinsic dissipation heat sources are
zero whereas the temperature increase is not null (𝜃 = 𝑇 − 𝑇0 ≠ 0). Therefore, the heat
equation is reduced to:
𝜌𝐶𝜃̇ + 𝜌𝐶

𝜃
=0
𝜏

(3-5)

By solving the above equation, the theoretical relationship for temperature increase is obtained
as:
𝜃(𝑡) = 𝜃𝑓 exp(

−𝑡
)
𝜏

(3-6)

where 𝜃𝑓 is the temperature increase that is measured when the loading stops. Thus 𝜏 is
estimated by fitting the experimental data with the theoretical evolution of 𝜃.
Because the loading frequency is much higher than the frame rate of the infrared camera (~100
Hz), it is not possible to measure the instantaneous value of 𝜃, but only its average value can
be determined over numerous loading cycles. Therefore, for any variable, by denoting:
𝑢̃ =

1 𝑡+𝑛𝑇1
𝑓 𝑡+𝑇1
∫
𝑢𝑑𝑡 = ∫
𝑢𝑑𝑡
𝑛𝑇1 𝑡
𝑛 𝑡

(3-7)

where 𝑇1 is the period of the loading, f is the loading frequency and n is the number of cycles,
the heat diffusion equation can be rewritten as:
𝜃̃
𝜌𝐶𝜃̃̇ + 𝜌𝐶 = 𝑠̃ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 + 𝑑̃1
𝜏

(3-8)

As stated by Boulanger et al. [103], the sum of the thermoelastic power over one loading cycle
is null (𝑠̃𝑡ℎ𝑒 = 0), and thus the final form of the heat diffusion equation is obtained:
𝜃̃
𝜌𝐶𝜃̃̇ + 𝜌𝐶 = 𝑑̃1
𝜏

(3-9)
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Therefore, in the stabilized regime, when 𝜃̃̇ = 0, the intrinsic dissipation averaged over
numerous cycles is determined from Equation (3-9) as:
𝜌𝐶

𝜃̃
= 𝑑̃1
𝜏

(3-10)

The mean dissipated energy per cycle can be obtained as 𝑑̃1⁄𝑓 , where 𝑓 is the loading
frequency.
This formulation was used to measure the dissipated energy per cycle versus stress amplitude
and the results are presented in Figure 3-11. By increasing the stress amplitude up to 247 MPa
the dissipated energy increases gradually. However, for higher stress amplitudes for which
strong heating occurred (Points B and E in Figure 3-5), the dissipated energy per cycle is
significantly higher than that of lower stress amplitudes. For instance at 𝜎𝑎 =251 MPa the
dissipated energy is ~7 times as much as that at 𝜎𝑎 =247 MPa. If the results are replotted just
for low stress amplitudes (𝜎𝑎 ≤ 247 MPa), where no strong heating occurs, the dissipated
energy per cycle will be a quadratic function of stress amplitude, as shown in Figure 3-12.

Figure 3-11 Mean dissipated energy per cycle versus stress amplitude, for DP600 steel under ultrasonic
loading.
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Figure 3-12 Mean dissipated energy per cycle versus stress amplitude, for low stress amplitudes
(𝜎𝑎 <250 MPa).

Favier et al. [110] measured the dissipated energy per cycle as a function of cycles up to 10 9
cycles for 𝛼-iron (ferrite) under 20-kHz fatigue loadings. Figure 3-13 shows their results for
̅𝑑 , at the normalized stress amplitude of 𝜎𝑎 ⁄𝜎𝑢𝑡 =30%. In our
dissipated energy, indicated by 𝑊
case, by normalizing the stress amplitude by the ultimate tensile strength presented in Table 22, it is found that at 𝜎𝑎 ⁄𝜎𝑢𝑡 =30% (which corresponds to 𝜎𝑎 =200 MPa) the dissipated energy
per cycle is ~800 J/m3/cycle, which is in a good agreement with the results for 𝛼-iron presented
in Figure 3-13. This is consistent with the fact that in DP steel the dissipated mechanisms occur
in the soft ferrite phase.
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Figure 3-13 Dissipated energy for 𝛼-iron fatigued under 20-kHz loading up to 109 cycles at
𝜎𝑎 ⁄𝜎𝑢𝑡 =30% [110].

3.3 Conventional Fatigue Loading
3.3.1 Temperature variations during cycling
Successive conventional fatigue loadings were carried out at the frequencies of 50 and 80 Hz,
according to the procedure explained in Chapter 2 (see Figure 2-20(b)). The temperature
evolution was measured using in situ infrared thermography, analogous to the case of ultrasonic
loading. The evolutions of the mean temperature at the frequency of 80 Hz are presented in
Figure 3-14 for some of the loading steps. In the case of conventional fatigue loading, the
material showed a classical thermal response for all stress amplitudes before rupture. For stress
amplitudes below 270 MPa the temperature increase was less than 2°C. By increasing the stress
amplitude the steady state temperature increased gradually and reached ~45°C at 𝜎𝑎 =340 MPa.
The specimen ruptured just after ~3000 cycles at 𝜎𝑎 =350 MPa. In Figure 3-15 temperature
fields on the specimen surface are correlated to temperature evolution during cycling for the
last step of loading which resulted in specimen rupture. The temperature distribution was
homogenous though the specimen width up to the final fracture and no concentrated dissipative
zone was observed, contrary to the case of ultrasonic fatigue loading.
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Figure 3-14 The mean temperature evolution versus number of cycles for several loading steps, before
stopping the test (𝑓 = 80 Hz).

Figure 3-15 Temperature fields on the specimen surface under 80-Hz frequency loading up to final
fracture, for 𝜎𝑎 = 350 MPa.
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3.3.2 Evolution of self-heating versus stress amplitude
The mean steady-state temperature increase was measured for each loading step excluding the
final step corresponding to the final rupture. The mean temperature increase is plotted versus
stress amplitude in Figure 3-16, for the frequencies of 50 and 80 Hz. The temperature elevation
increases gradually by increasing the stress amplitudes. The mean temperature increase was
slightly higher for 80-Hz frequency loadings than that of 50-Hz fatigue tests for stress
amplitudes above 280 MPa. The maximum difference is ~3°C which corresponds to 𝜎𝑎 =330
MPa.

Figure 3-16 Mean temperature elevation versus stress amplitude for conventional fatigue tests.

3.3.3 Estimation of dissipated energy per cycle
The dissipated energy per cycle was measured for conventional 50- and 80-Hz fatigue tests with
the same methodology as explained in Section 3.2.3 and the results are depicted in Figure 3-17.
This figure shows that there is not any considerable frequency effect on dissipated energy per
cycle in low-frequency ranges as the dissipated energy per cycle is quite similar for 50 Hz and
80 Hz.
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Figure 3-17 Dissipated energy per cycle for DP600 steel under conventional low-frequency fatigue
tests.

3.4 Comparison of Ultrasonic and Conventional Fatigue Loadings
In order to study the possible effect of ultrasonic frequency on dissipation, the results obtained
for 20-kHz (Figure 3-11) and 80-Hz frequencies are represented in logarithmic scale in Figure
3-18. From this figure it can be observed that for the same stress amplitude, the dissipated
energy per cycle is much higher in the case of low-frequency 80-Hz cycling than ultrasonic
loading at low stress amplitudes. For instance, at the stress amplitude of 200 MPa, the dissipated
energy per cycle was ~30000 J/m3/cycle for 80-Hz loading while it was ~900 J/m3/cycle under
ultrasonic testing tests (~30 times greater in the case of 80-Hz loading). However for high stress
amplitudes (Points A and B) the ultrasonic results are closer to those of conventional 80-Hz.
For instance, at the stress amplitude of 250 MPa, the dissipated energy per cycle was ~20000
J/m3/cycle for 80-Hz loading while it was ~8000 J/m3/cycle under ultrasonic testing (2.5 times
greater in the cast of 80-Hz loading).
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Figure 3-18 Effect of frequency on dissipated energy per cycle.

3.5 Microscopic Observations
Surface of ultrasonic and conventional specimens were observed by optical microscopy and
SEM at different loading steps. Some representative OM images are correlated to the
corresponding temperature evolution diagram in Figure 3-19 and Figure 3-20. For conventional
fatigue samples slip bands (SBs) formed on the specimen surface from early stages of loading
and were developed by increasing the number of cycles. However, in the case of ultrasonic
loadings, no slip band was detected for 𝜎 < 𝜎𝑐 , while many slip bands and microcracks along
the slip bands were observed on the surface of specimens loaded at 𝜎 > 𝜎𝑐 .
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Figure 3-19 Optical microscopy observations on ultrasonic specimens under thermography studies

Loading direction

(yellow arrows show the grains containing SBs).

Figure 3-20 Optical microscopy observations on Conventional 80-Hz specimen (yellow arrows show
SBs).

3.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, the results obtained from calorimetric studies under ultrasonic and conventional
fatigue tests were presented. It was observed that under ultrasonic loading there was a critical
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stress amplitude, above which a strong heating occurred and temperature increased up to several
hundreds of degrees. In this case, the thermographic images revealed the formation of an
inhomogeneous temperature zone which propagated and then disappeared by increasing the
number of cycles. Under 50-Hz and 80-Hz conventional loadings the material showed a
classical thermal response and a homogeneous temperature filed for all stress amplitudes before
rupture. The dissipated energy per cycle was measured using the heat diffusion equation. For
conventional tests no frequency effect was observed according to the results obtained for 50Hz and 80-Hz frequencies. Under ultrasonic fatigue loadings at low stress amplitudes the
dissipated energy per cycle was a quadratic function of the stress amplitude. Comparison of the
results revealed that under ultrasonic loading the dissipated energy was significantly lower than
that of conventional fatigue tests. Moreover, optical microscopy revealed formation of slip
bands on the surface of specimens in the case of conventional loadings as well as ultrasonic
tests at high stress amplitudes. However for ultrasonic tests at low stress amplitudes for which
no strong heating occurred, no slip band was detected.
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Fatigue Characterization
of the Material

Résumé
Caractérisation de la fatigue sous chargement de fatigue ultrasonique et conventionnelle
Les observations expérimentales présentées dans ce chapitre révèlent une divergence entre les
données S-N, la déformation et les mécanismes de rupture entre les chargements de fatigue
ultrasonique et de fatigue conventionnelle à 30 Hz. La durée de la vie est plus élevée pour une
amplitude de contrainte donnée dans des essais ultrasoniques alors que la contrainte limite de
fatigue est presque identique pour les deux cas. À 20 kHz, la température de l’éprouvette
augmente jusqu'à ~ 350 ° C dans les premiers stades du chargement cyclique à des amplitudes
de contrainte au-dessus de la limite de fatigue, alors qu’à 30 Hz l'augmentation de la
température reste inférieure à 15°C. Sous des chargements conventionnels, la rupture de fatigue
est toujours déclenchée sur bandes de glissement à la surface de l'échantillon. L'amorçage de la
rupture sous chargement ultrasonique se produit principalement à l'intérieur, mais quelques cas
d'initiation de surface ont également été observés. Dans ce cas, les initiations de fissures de
surface et internes ont été induites par la présence d’une inclusion. La surface de rupture en œil
de poisson a été détectée pour l'initiation de la fissure induite par inclusion interne à 20 kHz.
La zone granulaire fine (FGA) n'a pas été observée dans ce cas. Pour les chargements
ultrasoniques et à basse fréquence, la croissance des fissures est transgranulaire et aucune
fissure intergranulaire n'a été détectée. Les observations de SEM sur la surface des échantillons
ont révélé que sous les essais ultrasoniques à des amplitudes de contraintes élevées (au-dessus
de la limite de fatigue), de nombreuses bandes de glissement étaient formées sur la surface.
Dans ce cas, de nombreuses cavités et microfissures ont été détectées le long des bandes de
glissement. D'autre part, pour les essais ultrasoniques sous la limite de fatigue (les échantillons
non-rompus), aucune bande de glissement n'a été observée sur la surface. Dans le cas des essais
conventionnels, des bandes de glissement ont été formées sous la surface des premiers stades
de chargement, même aux amplitudes de contrainte inférieures à la limite de fatigue. Cependant,
dans ce cas, aucune cavitation n'a été détectée le long des bandes de glissement.
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4.1 Introduction
The second part of experimental studies concerns fatigue characterization of the material under
ultrasonic 20-kHz fatigue loadings as well as conventional low frequency tests. As previously
mentioned in Chapter 2, in the case of ultrasonic tests, an air-cooling system was employed to
reduce the temperature elevations during the tests. In addition, the conventional tests were
conducted at 30-Hz frequency. The S-N curves were determined under both ultrasonic and
conventional 30-Hz loadings. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) observations were made
on specimen surfaces before and after rupture. Moreover, fracture surface of all failed
specimens were carefully observed by SEM paying attention to the crack initiation sites and
material failure mechanisms. The experimental results are presented in the following sections.
It should be mentioned that some of the results presented in this Chapter has been submitted to
be published in the Acta Materialia Journal [155].

4.2 S-N Curves
The S-N data obtained from ultrasonic loadings and conventional fatigue tests is presented in
Figure 4-1. Both S-N curves exhibit a rise in the number of cycles to failure with decreasing
the stress amplitude, followed by a quasi-plateau suggesting the existence of a fatigue limit.
The decreasing slope is about 40 MPa per decade for the 30 Hz fatigue and 104<N<106 cycles.
It is a little bit lower for 20 kHz fatigue testing, namely 20 MPa per decade, 106<N<108 cycles.
In the decreasing part of the curve, the data corresponding to the 30 Hz fatigue loading are much
less scarce than the data associated with 20 kHz fatigue testing. Besides, it can be seen that for
a given stress amplitude 𝜎𝑎 , the fatigue lifetime measured by ultrasonic loading was higher than
that obtained from conventional tests. The number of cycles at the knee point obtained at 30 Hz
was ~2×106 cycles, whereas the corresponding value at 20 kHz was ~3×108 cycles (see Figure
4-1). For a given number of cycles ranging from 106 to 107, where the data exist for both loading
techniques, the fatigue strength is higher at 20 kHz than at 30 Hz. However, both frequencies
have resulted in the same fatigue limit of 𝜎𝐷 = 260 ± 5 MPa, determined based on the
asymptotic line below which no failure occurred.
Based on infrared thermography measurements in the case of ultrasonic loadings at stress
amplitudes above the fatigue limit (all points in the S-N diagram excluding the run-out points),
strong heating occurred in the early stages of cycling, leading to significant temperature
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increases up to ~350°C. However, at stress amplitudes below the fatigue limit, temperature
remained below 40°C. In the case of 30-Hz frequency, temperature increase was negligible
(ΔT<15°C) in comparison with ultrasonic loadings and no cooling system was used.

Figure 4-1 S-N data of DP600 steel, obtained from 20-kHz and 30-Hz fatigue loadings.

4.3 Fractography studies
Fracture surfaces of conventional and ultrasonic ruptured specimens were investigated by SEM
and representative fractography results are presented in this section.
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4.3.1 Conventional 30-Hz fatigue loading
For all specimens ruptured under 30-Hz frequency loading, fatigue crack initiated from slip
bands or defects on the specimen surface. The characteristic flow lines emerging from the origin
and progressing in the direction of crack propagation can be used to trace back the fracture
origin. In this case, both single and multiple crack initiations were detected. For instance, two
single crack initiation samples are shown in Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3. Cracks mostly initiate
from corners of the specimens which imply stress concentrations due to the sharp geometry.
Figure 4-4 depicts two samples of multiple crack origins. In these figures the crack initiation
sites are indicated by yellow arrows. The fracture surface can be separated into three typical
areas, as indicated by a couple of dashed lines in Figure 4-2 (a); Region 1: crack initiation,
Region 2: crack propagation, and Region 3: final rapid fracture. The higher magnifications of
Regions 1, 2, and 3 are presented in Figure 4-2(b-d). As it is shown in Figure 4-2(c), the
striations, which are a typical feature of fatigue crack propagation can be distinguished in some
areas. The striation regions are very similar to the results reported by Irwan et al. [156] for HCF
fracture of a DP600 steel under fully reversed loading. As shown in Figure 4-2(d), in the final
failure zone bright areas containing arrays of dimples were detected.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 4-2 (a) Fracture surface of a conventional fatigue specimen with single crack origin, 𝜎𝑎 = 275
MPa and Nf = 7.7×105 cycles; (b) Higher magnification of Region 1 in (a) showing the fracture initiation
zone; (c) Higher magnification of Region 2 in (a) indicating the regions with fatigue striations; (d)
Dimples in the final failure zone.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-3 Fracture surface with single crack origin located far from the specimen corner for a
conventional fatigue sample ruptured at 𝜎𝑎 = 265 MPa and Nf = 3.38×105 cycles.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-4 Multiple fracture origins in conventional fatigue samples (a) 𝜎𝑎 = 300 MPa and Nf=2.3×105
cycles; (b) 𝜎𝑎 = 330 MPa and Nf =3.7×104 cycles.

Occurrences of single or multiple crack propagations under conventional fatigue tests are
denoted by different marks in Figure 4-5. From this figure it can be also inferred that under low
frequency tests, single cracks tend to occur at low stress amplitude levels whereas multiple
cracks are more likely to happen at high stress amplitudes. Such a behavior has been also
reported for a low-carbon steel by Guennec et al. [85].

4.3.2 Ultrasonic 20-kHz fatigue loading
In the case of ultrasonic fatigue tests, crack initiation was mainly internal, however some cases
of surface crack initiation were also observed. In this case, crack initiation was always
inclusion-induced for both internal and surface crack initiations. For instance, Figure 4-6(a)
shows an inclusion-induced surface initiation sample for a specimen ruptured at Nf = 6×106
cycles at stress amplitude of 286 MPa. Figure 4-6(b) shows the higher magnification of the
crack initiation zone, in which inclusions can be seen on the specimen surface, as the cause of
surface crack initiation.
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Figure 4-5 Summary of the fracture behavior of DP600 steel.

inclusion

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-6 Inclusion-induced surface fracture initiation for an ultrasonic specimen ruptured at 𝜎𝑎 =286
MPa, Nf = 6×106 cycles (a) The entire fracture surface; (b) High magnification of the crack initiation
zone in showing the inclusions at the surface.
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Internal inclusion-induced crack initiation leading to fish-eye fracture, which is the typical
characteristic of VHCF failure of high strength steels [157], was observed for the majority of
specimens ruptured in VHCF regime under ultrasonic loading. Figure 4-6(a) shows the entire
fracture surface of a specimen ruptured after Nf = 6.1 ×107 cycles at 𝜎𝑎 =285 MPa. The three
typical regions of fish-eye facture surface are observed:


Region 1 corresponds to the fish eye area, including the inclusion and initial flat area
around the inclusion. The flat surface corresponds to stable crack propagation to form a
fish-eye [22].



Region 2, which has a radial ridge pattern, corresponds to the rapid crack propagation
outside the fish eye [22]. This region contains many radial streaks in accordance with
the propagation direction.



Region 3 corresponds to the final rapid failure.

These three regions are indicated by a couple of dashed lines in Figure 4-7(a). A higher
magnification of the boundary between Region 1 and Region 2 is shown in Figure 4-7(b).
Appearance of these two regions is a typical characteristic of internal inclusion-induced fracture
of steels [22]. A higher magnification of Region 2 is presented in Figure 4-7(c). This
micrograph suggests a transgranular crack growth mode since the traces of the polycrystalline
microstructure with grain boundaries are not visible. Fatigue striations were not detected in the
crack propagation area. Dimpled areas were observed in Region 3 as shown in Figure 4-7 (d).
A higher magnification of the inclusion and its counterpart surface are shown in Figures 4-8(a)
and 4-8(b) respectively.
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Region 3
Region 1

Region 2

(a)
Region 2

Region 1

(b)

(c)
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(d)
Figure 4-7 Fracture surface of an ultrasonic specimen ruptured after Nf = 6.1×107 cycles at 𝜎𝑎 =275
MPa: (a) Entire fracture surface; (b) High magnification of (a) showing the inclusion at the center of the
fish-eye; (c) Crack propagation area; (d) Final fast fracture area.

It is well supported in the literature that a characteristic area called Fine Granular Area (FGA)
is often found around the inclusion at the crack origin [30], [49], [50], [66], [86], [158]–[160].
This is a relatively rough region with fine granular morphology. However such a characteristic
area was not observed in the present case as shown in Figure 4-8, which depicts a higher
magnification of the inclusion, previously presented in Figure 4-7(b). In the related literature,
the absence of FGA around the inclusion has been attributed to the fact that the stress intensity
factor range at the inclusion edge exceeds the threshold value for the crack propagation [30],
[50]. Figure 4-8 also shows that particle-matrix debonding has occurred which can be a part of
fatigue crack formation [161]. Moreover, this figure depicts that plastic localization bands have
been formed near the inclusion. In most cases, non-metallic inclusions such as Al2O3, SiO2,
MgO, and CaO or sulfides are observed in the center of fish-eyes for structural metallic
materials [30], [90], [161]. In our case, energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis revealed
that the inclusions consist mainly of aluminum, magnesium and oxygen, as shown in Figure 49.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4-8 (a) High magnification of the inclusion at the center of the fish eye (b) The counterpart
fracture surface corresponding to the inclusion.

Figure 4-9 EDS spectrum of the inclusion.
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Occurrences of surface- or internal inclusion-induced fracture modes under ultrasonic fatigue
loadings are distinguished by different marks in Figure 4-5. In spite of existence of some
surface-induced fracture cases in very high cycle regime, internal crack initiation is dominant
in this regime and a transition can be recognized from surface fracture initiation to internal
initiation by increasing the number of cycles from high cycle to very high cycle ranges. This
transition from surface initiation to internal inclusion-induced crack initiation has been widely
reported in the literature for different metallic materials including high strength steels [1], [30],
[45], [160].

4.4 Surface Observations
Interrupted fatigue tests were conducted at 20-kHz and 30-Hz frequencies and surface of the
specimens was observed by SEM at different loading stages. All observations were made along
the central axis of the specimen around the center of the gauge part. Figure 4-10 shows the SEM
micrograph of a specimen loaded at 20-kHz frequency at stress amplitude of 𝜎𝑎 =260 MPa,
corresponding to the obtained fatigue limit, after N=1.6×109 cycles. The specimen was cooled

Loading direction

during the test by an air-cooling system and the mean temperature was below 40°C in this case.

Figure 4-10 Surface of the specimen loaded under 20-kHz frequency at 𝜎𝑎 =260 MPa, N=1.6×109
cycles, T<40°C.
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The same observations were carried out for a specimen loaded by 30-Hz frequency at 𝜎𝑎 =250
MPa, below the fatigue limit, after N=2×105 cycles and N=107 cycles and the results are
presented in Figure 4-11. In Figure 4-10 the dark phase is ferrite and the bright phase is
martensite. Since in the case of conventional 30-Hz frequency the experiment was long, the
specimen surface was not so clean after loading. This is why the contrast in Figure 4-11 is
different from Figure 4-10 and ferrite and martensite phases cannot be easily distinguished

Loading direction

especially in Figure 4-11(b).

(a)

(b)
Figure 4-11 Appearance of slip bands in ferrite grains on the surface of the specimen under 30-Hz
fatigue loading at 𝜎𝑎 =250 MPa after (a) N=2×105 cycles (b) N=107 cycles, ∆𝑇<15°C.
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Moreover, Figure 4-12 shows microcracks along the slip bands on the surface of a run-out
conventional sample loaded at 𝜎𝑎 =250 MPa up to 107 cycles. As shown in Figure 4-10, in the
case of ultrasonic loading no slip band was observed on the specimen surface even after 10 9
cycles. On the other hand, for 30-Hz conventional loading, SBs were formed in ferrite grains
on the specimen surface in the early stages of loading (N<105 cycles) and were developed by
increasing the number of cycles. The slip bands are indicated by arrows in the micrographs.
SEM observations were also made on the specimen surface for ultrasonic loadings at stress
amplitudes above the fatigue limit, which were accompanied by high temperature increases. In
this case the surface of specimens was oxidized because of the high temperature increase under
loading. Figure 4-13 shows the surface of an ultrasonic specimen loaded at 𝜎𝑎 =286 MPa. The
test was stopped at N=106 cycles. This figure reveals formation of many slip bands as well as

Loading direction

microvoids and microcracks along the slip bands in ferrite grains.

Figure 4-12 Microcracks detected on the surface of a run-out conventional specimen (𝜎𝑎 =250 MPa,
N=107 cycles, ∆𝑇<15°C)
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(a)
V
V

S
C
C
C

V

C

V

(b)
Figure 4-13 Surface of a specimen loaded under ultrasonic loading at 𝜎𝑎 =286 MPa, N=106 cycles, and
𝑇~350°C (a) Slip bands (arrows show the grains containing the slip bands); (b) Microvoids and
microcracks (S: slip bands, V: microvoids, and C: microcracks).

Moreover, observations were made on the surface of ruptured specimens, in regions ~900µm
away from the final crack. Figure 4-14 shows different regions on the surface of a specimen
ruptured under ultrasonic loading at 𝜎𝑎 =292 MPa. Many micro-voids can be observed on the
specimen surface. The microvoids form and coalesce along the slip bands inside ferrite grains.
No void was detected in grain boundaries and the voids preferentially form in ferrite grains
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surrounded by several martensite islands. Figure 4-15 shows microcracks resulted from void

Loading direction

coalescence along the slip bands in ferrite grains for another ultrasonic specimen.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4-14 Microvoids initiation and coalescence inside ferrite grains at different regions on the surface
of an ultrasonic specimen after rupture (𝜎𝑎 =292 MPa, Nf = 6.8×107, and 𝑇~350°C).
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Figure 4-15 Microcracks along the slip bands in ferrite grains on the surface of an ultrasonic specimen
after failure (𝜎𝑎 =280 MPa, Nf = 2.86×108 cycles, and 𝑇~350°C).

The observations results for specimens ruptured under conventional fatigue tests were different
as shown in Figure 4-16. This figure depicts regions ~900µm away from the final crack on the
surface of a conventional specimen ruptured after Nf = 8.9×105 cycles at 𝜎𝑎 =272 MPa. Many
slip bands can be observed as bright lines in ferrite grains, however, no void was detected, in
contrary to the ultrasonic case. Microcracks are formed along the slip bands in some ferrite
grains as indicated by arrows in Figure 4-16(b-c). This fracture mode is consistent with the
well-accepted model for the crack initiation in the conventional fatigue regime (N<107 cycles),
where the propagative fatigue cracks leading the specimen to the final fracture are caused by
the persistent slip bands on specimen surface [30], [36]. In both, ultrasonic and low frequency
loading results, all observed cracks were formed and propagated in a transgranular manner, no
inter granular fracture was detected.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4-16 Specimen surface after failure under 30-Hz fatigue loading at 𝜎𝑎 = 272 MPa, Nf=8.9×105
cycles, and ∆𝑇<15°C.: (a) Formation of many slip bands in ferrite grains; (b-c) Microcrack initiation
along slip bands.
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4.5 Slip Band Formation Inside of the Specimens
In order to study the possible formation of slip bands in the bulk of the material, several
ultrasonic and conventional specimens were cut at the center, as schematically shown in Figure
4-17(a). The axial surface was mechanically polished but no electropolishing and no etching
were carried out. SEM observations were conducted on the axial surface and the results
obtained for an ultrasonic sample and a conventional specimen are shown in Figures 4-17(b)
and 4-17(c), respectively. The obtained results revealed formation of slip bands and microvoids
in the subsurface areas in the case of ultrasonic specimens, as presented in Figure 4-16(b).
However, for conventional specimens slip bands and voids were not detected in the bulk of the
material (Figure 4-17(c)).
Fracture surface

Axial surface

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 4-17 (a) Schematic of specimen cross sections after cutting (b) SEM observations in the bulk
of an ultrasonic sample ruptured after Nf = 6.1×107 cycles at 𝜎𝑎 =275 MPa (c) SEM observations inside
of a conventional fatigue specimen ruptured under 30-Hz loading after Nf = 4.2×105 cycles at 𝜎𝑎 =265
MPa.

4.6 Concluding Remarks
The experimental observations presented in this chapter revealed a discrepancy in S-N data,
deformation, and fracture mechanisms between ultrasonic and conventional 30-Hz fatigue
loadings. The fatigue life was higher for a given stress amplitude under ultrasonic tests while
the fatigue limit was nearly the same for both cases. At 20-kHz frequency temperature increased
up to ~350°C in the early stages of cycling at stress amplitudes above the fatigue limit while at
30-Hz frequency temperature increase was less than 15°C. Under conventional loadings fatigue
failure was always initiated from the slip bands at the surface of the specimen. Fracture
initiation under ultrasonic loadings mainly occurred in the interior, however few cases of
surface initiation were also observed. In this case, both surface and internal crack initiations
were inclusion induced. The so-called fish-eye fracture surface was detected for internal
inclusion induced crack initiation at 20-kHz frequency. The fine granular area (FGA) was not
observed in this case. For both ultrasonic and low frequency loadings crack growth was
transgranular and no intergranular crack was detected. SEM observations on specimens surface
revealed that under ultrasonic tests at high stress amplitudes (above the fatigue limit) many slip
bands were formed on the surface. In this case many voids and micro-cracks were detected
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along the slip bands. On the other hand, for ultrasonic tests under fatigue limit (the run-out
samples) no slip band was found on the surface. In the case of conventional tests slip bands
were formed under surface from early stages of loading even at stress amplitudes below the
fatigue limit. However, in this case no void was detected along the slip bands.
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Résumé
Discussions
Le chapitre 5 donne des éléments de discussions et d’explication des principaux résultats
expérimentaux établis dans les chapitres 3 et 4. Ces résultats sont dans un premier temps
rappelés. Les mécanismes de déformation de la phase ferritique de structure cubique centrée
sont connus pour passer d’un régime thermiquement activé à un régime athermique selon les
conditions de vitesses de déformation et de températures. Dans un premier temps, ces
conditions ont été spécifiées pour tous les essais. Il est ainsi montré que les essais ultrasoniques
à température inférieure à ~85°C sont associés à des conditions de vitesses de déformation et
de températures correspondant au régime thermiquement activé. Au contraire, les essais
ultrasoniques à température proche de 350°C et les essais sur machines conventionnels
correspondent au régime athermique. Ce constat indique que dans les cas associés au régime
thermiquement activé, les déformations locales sont principalement dues au mouvement de vaet-vient quasi recouvrable en traction-compression des dislocations coins. Au contraire, dans
les cas associés au régime athermique, elles mettent en jeu le mouvement à des vitesses
similaires des dislocations coins et vis conduisant à des réorganisations des structures de
dislocations et à la localisation de la déformation. Cette différence de mécanismes permet
d’expliquer la présence ou non de bandes de glissements en surface des éprouvettes sollicitées.
Pour les essais ultrasoniques à ~350°C, des mécanismes de vieillissement dynamique et de
diffusion/production de lacunes s’ajoutent. Ces mécanismes additionnels ont deux
conséquences : le durcissement de la phase ferritique et la croissance et coalescence de cavités
dans les bandes de déformation plastique. La courbe SN obtenue en fatigue ultrasonique a été
retracée en normalisant l’amplitude de contrainte par la résistance maximale à la traction. On
obtient alors une continuité des résultats obtenus à basse et haute fréquences, tous associés au
régime de déformation athermique mais à des températures différentes. Ceci permet d’expliquer
pourquoi la durée de vie pour les essais ultrasoniques est trouvée supérieure (atteignant le
régime VHCF des très grands nombres de cycles) à celle caractérisée par les essais sur machines
conventionnelles et la transition du site d’amorçage qui passe des bandes de glissement en
surface pour les amplitudes de contrainte les plus grandes aux inclusions pour les plus faibles.
Une carte donnant une corrélation entre les conditions de vitesses de déformation et de
températures et le régime de rupture par fatigue avec les mécanismes d’amorçage associés est
proposée en intégrant les résultats de cette étude mais aussi des résultats de la littérature. Enfin
une discussion sur l’utilisation de l’énergie dissipée par cycle pour appréhender la réponse en
fatigue et la limite de fatigue est proposée.
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5.1 Summary of the Experimental Results
The main experimental outcomes presented in Chapters 3 and 4 which need to be discussed can
be summarized as follows:


Under successive ultrasonic fatigue loadings, an abnormal temperature evolution was
observed at stress amplitudes above a critical stress value 𝜎𝑐 , in that temperature
substantially increased up to ~350°C followed by a slight decrease and finally
temperature stabilization.



A quadratic evolution of the dissipated energy per cycle versus stress amplitude was
found for low stress amplitudes (𝜎𝑎 < 𝜎𝑐 ) under ultrasonic fatigue loadings.



Under conventional 50- and 80-Hz frequency fatigue tests a classical thermal response
was observed for all stress amplitude ranges up to the final fracture.



The mean dissipated energy per cycle estimated for low stress amplitudes (𝜎𝑎 < 𝜎𝑐 )
under ultrasonic loadings was lower than that of conventional loadings at the same stress
amplitudes.



Under conventional fatigue tests the dissipated energy per cycle versus stress amplitude
was obtained to be nearly the same for 50- and 80-Hz frequencies, indicating no
frequency effect on dissipated energy in the conventional frequency ranges.



Despite using air-cooling systems during ultrasonic tests for determining the S-N curve,
for all S-N data excluding the run-out points significant temperature increase occurred
at the early stages of fatigue loading.



There was a discrepancy between the S-N curve obtained from ultrasonic loading and
that of conventional 30-Hz fatigue tests. For a given stress the fatigue lifetime measured
by ultrasonic loading was higher than that obtained from 30-Hz loadings. However the
fatigue limit was nearly the same for both frequencies.



Fractography studies revealed that fracture under ultrasonic loading was always
inclusion-induced and in most cases internal initiation leading to fish-eye fracture was
observed.



Under conventional loadings fracture was always initiated from the slip bands on the
specimen surface and no inclusion-induced rupture was observed.



SEM observations on the surface of specimens before and after rupture revealed that for
ultrasonic loadings at stress amplitudes below the fatigue limit (including the run-out
samples) no slip band was formed on the surface while at stress amplitudes above the
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fatigue limit which resulted in significant temperature increases many slip bands were
detected on the specimen surface. In the case of conventional 30-Hz loading, slip bands
were formed on the surface of specimen in the early stages of loading even at stress
amplitudes below the fatigue limit.


In both ultrasonic and low frequency tests transgranular cracking along the slip bands
was observed and no intergranular crack was detected. In the case of ultrasonic loading,
many microvoids nucleated and coalesced along the slip bands resulting in microcrack
initiations. This microvoids initiations and coalescences were not observed in the case
of low frequency tests.

In this chapter, these experimental findings will be discussed and mechanisms will be proposed
to explain the fatigue and thermal response of the material under ultrasonic and conventional
frequency fatigue loadings.

5.2 Effect of Frequency on Deformation Regimes and Thermal Response
of the Material
5.2.1 Background
In dual-phase steel, since the hardness of martensite is much higher than ferrite, it can be
assumed that dislocation motions and plastic deformation occur in ferrite grains, as the ductile
phase with a BCC structure. In BCC metals, the flow stress depends strongly on temperature
and strain rate at low temperatures. It was first proposed by Seeger [162] that for BCC materials
the flow stress 𝜎, can be separated into an athermal component 𝜎𝐺 , and a thermal or effective
component 𝜎 ∗ , as represented by Equation (5-1):
𝜎 = 𝜎𝐺 + 𝜎 ∗ (𝜀̇, 𝑇)

(5-1)

Where 𝜀̇ is the strain rate and 𝑇 denotes the temperature. The athermal component represents
the stress that a gliding dislocation requires to overcome the long-range elastic interaction with
other dislocations. The thermal or effective component represents the stress required for screw
dislocations to overcome short obstacles by thermally-activated mechanisms. It depends on
temperature 𝑇, and strain rate 𝜀̇. This thermal component becomes negligible above a transition
temperature, 𝑇0 (or below a transition strain rate, 𝜀̇0 ). For cyclic loading, Mughrabi et al. [163]
defined two deformation regimes based on the transition temperature: (i) the thermally126
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activated mode (𝑇 < 𝑇0) where the screw dislocations are immobile and edge dislocations move
to-and-fro in a non-hardening quasi-recoverable manner (ii) the athermal regime (𝑇 > 𝑇0 )
where the mobilities of screw and edge dislocations are equivalent, multiplication of
dislocations occurs, and screw dislocations can cross slip. In this regime, rearrangement of
dislocations can take place and strain localization can occur in slip bands. The transition
temperature, 𝑇0 , highly depends on strain rate and can be shifted to higher values by increasing
the strain rate. For instance, according to the flow behavior diagram reported by Campbell and
Ferguson [164] for a 0.12 wt.% carbon mild steel, T0 would shift from 25°C to 100°C by
increasing the strain rate from 0.01 s−1 to 1 s−1. Therefore, the thermally-activated regime can
be reached at high temperatures providing that the strain rate is sufficiently high. Figure 5-1
schematically shows the transition between these two deformation regimes.

Figure 5-1 Schematic diagram of flow stress of BCC metals versus temperature, from [163].

In the following sections, this concept will be employed to explain the observed thermal
response of the material under different frequencies.
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5.2.2 Deformation regimes of DP600 steel at different fatigue loading conditions
Using experimental data for several low carbon steels, in 1966, Rosenfield and Hahn [165]
suggested an empirical equation representing the transition between athermal regime and
thermally-activated regime for low carbon steels as follows:
𝐿𝑜𝑔(𝜀̇) = 1.39√𝑇 − 23.7

(5-2)

Where 𝜀̇ is the strain rate and 𝑇 is temperature in Kelvin. The strain rate amplitude can be
calculated as 𝜀̇𝑎 = 2𝜋𝑓

𝜎𝑎
𝐸

, considering elastic macroscopic behavior. In the present work, for

the first category of conventional fatigue tests concerning thermal measurements, the stress
amplitudes ranged from 125 MPa to 330 MPa (as shown in Figure 3-16). Based on the
aforementioned strain rate equation, the maximum strain rate was estimated to range from 0.17
𝑠 −1 to 0.46 𝑠 −1 for 50-Hz frequency tests and, 0.30 𝑠 −1 to 0.74 𝑠 −1 for 80-Hz loadings. In this
case, according to Eq. (5-2) the transition temperature ranges from 0.1°C to 10°C for 50-Hz
loadings and from 5°C to 15°C for 80-Hz fatigue tests. Therefore, based on the thermography
results presented in Chapter 3 (see Figure 3-16), at all stress amplitudes the temperature was
always above the corresponding transition temperature, as plotted in Figure 5-2(a-b). In this
figure, the mean temperature-stress amplitude data determined from infrared thermography
under successive fatigue loadings were replotted comparing to the transition temperature at
each loading frequency. In the second category of fatigue tests for fatigue characterization of
the material, 30-Hz conventional tests were conducted at the stress amplitudes in the range of
260 to 330 MPa (see Figure 4-1), which corresponds to maximum strain rates in the range of
0.23 𝑠 −1 to 0.3 𝑠 −1 . In this case the transition temperature is in the range of 0.3°C to 5°C
according to Eq. (5-2) which is far below the room temperature (~22°C). As mentioned in
Chapter 3, the specimen temperature under 30-Hz fatigue loadings was above the room
temperature with a maximum increase of ~15°C, which was always higher than corresponding
transition temperature. In summary, under all conventional low frequency fatigue tests, the
specimen temperature was above the transition temperature and consequently material
deformation is expected to occur in athermal regime.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5-2 Mean temperature versus stress amplitude compared to the transition temperature at (a)
50-Hz frequency, (b) 80-Hz frequency.

The same investigations were carried out to reveal the deformation mechanisms under
ultrasonic fatigue experiments. In the first category of ultrasonic fatigue tests, as explained in
Chapter 3, by increasing the stress amplitude successively up to 𝜎𝑐 , the steady-state temperature
of the material under cyclic loading increased gradually up to a critical value 𝑇𝑐 (see Figure 3129
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5). Then by increasing the stress amplitude a significant temperature increase occurred. For
fatigue loadings at 20-kHz frequency, the deformation regime depends on stress amplitude
because of the presence of strong self-heating. Based on the experimental observations it can
be supposed that 𝑇𝑐 is the transition temperature corresponding to 𝜎𝑐 , above which a transition
occurs in the deformation regime. As a result, and as suggested by Favier et al. [110] for iron, the thermally activated mode, which is typical of a BCC structure, prevailed at room
temperature for a 20-kHz cyclic loading at low stress amplitudes (𝜎𝑎 < 𝜎𝑐 ). Nonetheless, for
ultrasonic loading at higher stress amplitudes (𝜎𝑎 > 𝜎𝐶 ) the specimen temperature increased to
some hundreds of degrees, which is higher than the transition temperature so that the material
deforms in the athermal regime. This transition results in a significant increase in dissipated
energy per cycle and temperature because of the high mobility of the dislocations and their
multiplication in the athermal regime. Because of microstructural and mechanical
heterogeneities, the mechanisms associated with the athermal regime operated at one edge of
the specimen and spread throughout the specimen width because of thermal diffusion. Figure
5-3 schematically correlates the thermal response of the material to the deformation regimes
under successive ultrasonic loadings.

Figure 5-3 Schematic diagram of the correlation between thermal response of the material and
deformation regimes under successive ultrasonic loading tests (𝜎𝑐 represents the critical stress
amplitude, and 𝜎1 < 𝜎2 < 𝜎𝑐 < 𝜎3 ).
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The mean temperature-stress amplitude data determined from infrared thermography under
successive fatigue tests were replotted comparing to the transition temperature in Figure 5-4.
This figure shows that the specimen temperature increased by increasing the stress amplitude
and finally exceeded the transition temperature at a critical stress amplitude. The experimental
mean critical stress amplitude and mean critical temperature were found as 𝜎𝑚𝑐 ≈ 253 MPa and
𝑇𝑚𝑐 ≈ 88°C. Based on Eq. (5-2), the transition temperature associated with 𝜎𝑚𝑐 ≈ 253 MPa is
obtained as 𝑇0 ≈ 74°C, which is slightly below the mean critical temperature 𝑇𝑚𝑐 , obtained
from thermographic measurements.

Figure 5-4 Mean temperature versus stress amplitude compared to the transition temperature at 20-kHz
frequency.

All data presented in Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-4 are summarized in Figure 5-5, which shows the
strain rate-temperature state of the material under conventional and ultrasonic fatigue loadings
regarding the aforementioned deformation regimes. In this map the solid line represents the
transition boundary between athermal and thermally-activated deformation regimes, indicated
by Region I and Region II, respectively. Similar to the previous figures, this transition line was
obtained from Eq. (5-2).
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Figure 5-5 Strain rate-temperature state of the material under successive fatigue loadings.

The transition from the thermally-activated regime to the athermal regime can thus be
considered as a possible mechanism that is responsible for the significant heating observed for
high stress amplitudes (𝜎𝑎 > 𝜎𝑐 ). Another hypothesis that can be developed is that the strong
heating mechanism is related to the initiation of short cracks and a resulting local plasticity at
the crack tips; these short cracks are arrested by microstructural barriers after a small number
of cycles.
In the second category of ultrasonic loading tests conducted to determine the S-N curves, for
the stress amplitudes below the fatigue limit 𝜎𝐷 , (60 MPa< 𝜎𝑎 < 260 MPa), for which no strong
heating occurred (T< 40°C), the maximum strain rate ranges from 36 𝑠 −1 to 156 𝑠 −1 . In these
high strain rate conditions, the transition temperature ranges from 57°C to 74°C according to
Eq. (5-2), therefore material is expected to deform in thermally-activated mode under ultrasonic
loadings at low stress amplitudes. Nonetheless, for ultrasonic loadings at stress amplitudes
above the fatigue limit (260 MPa < 𝜎𝑎 < 305 MPa), which correspond to the maximum strain
rates in the range of 156 s-1 to 182 s-1, the specimen temperature increased to some hundreds of
degrees. Therefore, in these cases the temperature is higher than the transition temperature
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(74°C < 𝑇0 < 78°C) at the corresponding strain rates so that the material deforms in the
athermal regime. All discussed deformation regimes under each loading condition are
summarized in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1 Deformation regimes under different loading conditions

Ultrasonic loading
Conventional loading

𝝈𝒂 ≤ 𝝈𝒄 𝒐𝒓 𝝈𝑫

𝝈𝒂 > 𝝈𝒄 𝒐𝒓 𝝈𝑫

Thermally-activated regime (𝑇 < 𝑇0 )

Athermal regime (𝑇 > 𝑇0 )

Athermal regime (𝑇 > 𝑇0 )

Athermal regime (𝑇 > 𝑇0 )

The aforementioned deformation modes under different loading conditions are consistent with
OM and SEM observations on the surface of specimens. As depicted in Figure 4-10, under
ultrasonic loading at low stress amplitudes for which no strong heating occurred, no slip band
was formed on specimen surface, even after a large number of cycles. On the contrary,
ultrasonic loading at high stress amplitudes resulted in formation of many slip bands on
specimen surface (see Figure 4-13). In addition, Figure 4-11 shows that under conventional low
frequency fatigue tests slip bands were formed in the early stages of cycling even for low stress
amplitudes below the fatigue limit and the density of slip bands increased by increasing the
number of cycles. Formation of slip bands requires multiplication of dislocations and quite
long-distance motions of edge and screw dislocations. In the thermally-activated regime, for
stress amplitudes far below the yield stress, these conditions are not provided. In contrast, in
the athermal regime, these conditions are provided and favor the formation of slip bands.
Comparison of Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-17 reveals that many voids were formed along the slip
bands on the surface of ultrasonic specimens, whereas no void was observed on the surface of
specimens in the case of conventional fatigue tests. It is known that slip bands produce
vacancies which result in formation of tiny voids within the slip bands [166], [167]. In the
present study, although in both cases (ultrasonic loading at high stress amplitudes and
conventional fatigue tests) the DP600 steel deforms in athermal mode leading to formation of
slip bands in ferrite grains, ultrasonic loading involves significant temperature increases. At
high temperatures such as 350°C, compared to room temperature, the growth of voids is
accelerated by the increase in vacancies amount and their diffusion [167]. In this case voids
preferentially form in ferrite grains surrounded by several martensite islands. It could be due to
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the localized deformation in these regions which stems from the inhomogeneity between the
hard martensite and the soft ferrite phase, as already reported for the case of monotonic tensile
loadings of dual-phase steels [168]–[171].
Nishijima and Kanazawa [10] results for carbon steels suggested that high temperatures induced
the formation of an oxide film at the surface of the specimens which restrains the slip
deformation at the surface. The dislocations cannot escape through the oxide film and so
accumulate in a harder subsurface layer which is also called “debris” layer [172]. This “debris”
layer which contains a higher concentration of dislocation promote the generation of vacancies
and cavities within slip bands [172], [173]. This mechanism also seems to be in a good
agreement with the voids observed within the SBs in Fig 4-12.

5.2.3 Complementary discussions on thermal response of the material under ultrasonic
loading
Another point that should be studied regarding the thermal response of the material under
successive loadings at 20-kHz frequency is the slight decrease in temperature before the final
steady state for the loading steps that involve an abrupt temperature increase (Curves (b) and
(e) in Figure 3-2). In general, a temperature decrease during a fatigue loading step can result
from a change in heating sources [92] or a hardening mechanism in the material which reduces
the heat dissipation that is deduced from plasticity. Ranc et al. [92] observed such a decrease in
temperature for a martensitic steel containing some residual austenite in the microstructure. In
their case, martensitic transformation occurred at the beginning of the fatigue tests and acted as
a heat source. When the transformation ended, the dissipation decreased, which resulted in a
slight decrease in temperature before saturation. However, in our case, the microstructure of
the DP steel was stabilized and no phase transformation occurred. Therefore, the slight decrease
in temperature before stabilization most likely arises from a hardening mechanism that is related
to the high temperature that the material experiences under ultrasonic fatigue loading at high
stress amplitudes. Guo et al. [174] also reported a decrease in temperature before final
stabilization for a magnesium alloy under 100-Hz fatigue loading. They correlated this
temperature decrease to work hardening effects leading to degradation in plastic deformability
and consequently in heat dissipation.
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According to the results reported by Ekrami [175], for dual-phase steels with different
morphologies, the yield and ultimate tensile strengths increase with increasing testing
temperature up to ~450°C and then decrease at higher temperatures. Up to 450°C, they observed
clear serrations on the stress-strain curve. During cyclic loading, dynamic strain aging that
results in a strong increase in stress amplitude was also observed [176], [177]. Dynamic strain
aging is a strengthening mechanism in which interstitial solute atoms diffuse around the
dislocations and act as obstacles for the dislocations movements. In our case, as shown in Figure
3-2, for 𝜎𝑎 = 251 MPa the maximum temperature was ~350°C immediately before the slight
decrease in temperature. Therefore strain aging can result in material hardening. In the present
work, in order to access the occurrence of dynamic strain aging at high temperatures, simple
tensile tests were carried out on the material at room temperature as well as 350°C which
corresponds to the high temperature values that the material experienced under ultrasonic
fatigue loadings at high stress amplitudes. As mentioned in Section 2.2.4 the tensile tests were
carried out under displacement control at a constant crosshead speed of 5 mm/min. The obtained
engineering stress-plastic strain diagrams are presented in Figure 5-6. In this case, the ultimate
tensile stress was obtained as 𝜎𝑢𝑡 =740 MPa which is higher than the corresponding value at
room temperature, 𝜎𝑢𝑡 = 650 MPa, as presented in Table 2-2. Moreover, serrations were
observed on the stress-strain curve at 350°C. The serrated yielding indicates the occurrence of
dynamic strain aging that affects material hardening. In iron-based alloys (BCC metals), this
phenomenon is attributed to elastic interactions of glide dislocations with diffusing solute
nitrogen and carbon atoms during deformation at high temperature [178].
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Figure 5-6 Experimental stress-plastic strain curve at room temperature and at 350°C.

Another hardening mechanism also can be supposed to occur as follows; in the athermal regime,
the mobilities of screw and edge dislocations are similar and the mechanisms of multiplication
of dislocations, such as Frank-Read sources operate much more easily than in the thermallyactivated regime, leading to material hardening [176].
Therefore, based on the aforementioned concepts, at 350°C, because of dynamic strain aging
and multiplication of dislocations the material was work-hardened, and consequently, the
plastic dissipation decreased, which resulted in a decrease in temperature before saturation. In
addition, with increasing temperature, the annihilation rate of dislocation increases while the
multiplication rate remains approximately constant [26]. These competitive hardeningsoftening mechanisms led to a final saturation in temperature.
Afterwards, when the specimen cooled down and was loaded in the next loading step at higher
stress amplitudes, the temperature elevation decreased (Points C and D in Figure 3-5) because
the material was hardened in the previous step. Finally, at the next loading steps, thanks to an
increase in stress amplitude, large dislocation motion occurred again in localized zones
producing strong intrinsic dissipation and, once more, large temperature elevations.
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5.3 Effect of Frequency on Fatigue Response of the Material
5.3.1 Effect of frequency on fatigue life
According to the experimental results presented in Section 4.2, the S-N curve was shifted to the
right in the case of ultrasonic loading compared to conventional 30-Hz test results. As
mentioned in Chapter 1, the longer fatigue life under ultrasonic loading is usually related to the
smaller plastic deformation involved at high frequency due to the higher strain rate [79], [81]–
[86]. However, in our case, as the loading conditions (temperature and strain rate) correspond
to the athermal regime, no significant strain rate effect is expected. Under ultrasonic loadings
at stress amplitudes above the fatigue limit strong heating mechanisms occurred and
temperature increased up to several hundreds of degrees. As mentioned in the preceding section,
in the case of dual-phase steel under high temperature cycling, dynamic strain aging is known
to occur [153], which results in increasing the yield and tensile strengths of the material
The higher fatigue life under ultrasonic loadings can be attributed to dynamic strain aging.
Therefore, in spite of the high mobility of screw dislocations in the athermal deformation
regime, because of the high temperature, interstitial carbon atoms diffuse around the
dislocations and restrict their movements temporarily. It is known that active slip bands are not
effectively strengthened by strain aging [179], [180]. Nevertheless, strain aging strengthens the
surrounding ferrite matrix. Consequently, slip bands develop as easily as at room temperature
but the plastic zone at the crack tip is smaller and requires higher stresses to propagate than at
room temperature. Subsequently, crack propagation in the matrix would be delayed, leading to
an increase in the fatigue life for a given stress amplitude. The effect of strain aging on
increasing the fatigue life of low-carbon steels at high temperatures have been already reported
in the literature [10], [37], [177]. For instance, Nishijima et al. [10] conducted 10-Hz fatigue
tests on a ferritic-pearlitic steel at high temperatures and showed that the fatigue life and fatigue
strength are higher at 300°C and 400°C compared to the results obtained at room temperature.
They attributed this increase in fatigue properties to dynamic strain aging, to which carbon and
low–alloy steels are sensitive
In order to evaluate the effect of temperature and dynamic strain aging on the fatigue life, the
results obtained from simple tensile tests carried out at 350°C, which were presented in Figure
5-6, were employed. The S-N curves presented in Figure 4-1 were replotted by normalizing the
stress amplitude by the ultimate tensile strength at room temperature for conventional fatigue
test results and by the ultimate tensile strength at 350°C for the ultrasonic loading results. The
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S-N diagrams after normalizing the stress amplitude values are presented in Figure 5-7. It
should be noted that in this figure run-out samples are not shown as in the case of ultrasonic
loading the temperature of the run-out samples remained below 40°C and material deformation
was in the thermally-activated regime. According to the normalized S-N curve, the stress ratio
values for ultrasonic loading are below the corresponding values of conventional low frequency
tests. This can explain the higher fatigue life for a given stress amplitude under ultrasonic
loading.

Figure 5-7 Assessment of the high temperature effects on the material S-N properties.

5.3.2 Effect of frequency on fatigue fracture
The microscopic observation results presented in Section 4.4 revealed a transgranular crack
initiation mode for both ultrasonic and conventional fatigue loadings. In the athermal regime
transgranular crack initiation has been reported to be related to local stress concentration at slip
bands while in the thermally-activated regime intergranular crack initiation is predominant
because of stress asymmetry and incompatible deformations at grain boundaries [88], [111],
[176], [178]. It has been reported that for low-carbon steel, crack initiation mechanism changes
from transgranular in conventional fatigue tests to intergranular in ultrasonic loading due to the
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change in deformation regime [87], [181]. In these cases, material deformation mode was
athermal under conventional loading, while the thermally-activated deformation regime was
dominant under ultrasonic fatigue tests. However, for the present DP600 steel, due to strong
heating during ultrasonic tests at high stress amplitudes, the deformation regime was athermal,
similar to that of conventional low frequency tests. Therefore, in both ultrasonic loadings at
high stress amplitudes and conventional low frequency tests, transgranular crack initiation
occurs due to local stress concentration at slip bands.
Under conventional fatigue regime (N<107cycles) fatigue cracks are commonly initiated on the
specimen surface due to the irreversible process of extrusions and intrusions within the slip
bands [16]. In gigacycle regime, the internal defects play a more important role compared to
surface damage especially if the surface is smooth [1]. According to the experimental
observations presented in section 4.3, for all the specimens ruptured in the gigacycle regime (Nf
>107) under ultrasonic loading, fracture was induced by inclusions, even for the few cases of
surface fracture initiation. This observation correlates with the findings of Sakai et al. [30] for
very high cycle fatigue and the explanation given by Mughrabi [16]: although the fatigue
fracture in very high cycle regime mainly results from the internal inclusions, other types of
fracture can occur, including surface fracture initiation when the defects or inclusions are
located on the surface.
More specifically, according to Figure 4-5, for a given stress amplitude in the range of
264<𝜎𝑎 <300 MPa, where the data exist for both loading conditions, fracture was induced by
inclusions under ultrasonic loading, while for the corresponding fracture cases under
conventional loadings there was no inclusion-induced fracture. This can be explained according
to the results presented in Figure 5-7. This figure shows that due to strain aging under ultrasonic
loading, the stress amplitude normalized by the ultimate tensile stress were below the
corresponding values under low frequency tests. The plastic deformation is thus reduced.
Consequently, the cumulative slip irreversibility at the surface is probably reduced (even if it is
enough to form extrusions) because of the material was strengthened by strain aging and/or
because of the presence of an oxide layer1. Considering these mechanisms, inclusions, as zones
of stress concentration due to metallurgical microstructure misfit, become the sites for initiation
and propagation of cracks responsible for failure [5].

1

In order to assess this hypothesis, more work is needed to measure the height of the extrusion by atomic force
microcopy and to discern the presence of an oxide layer.
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5.3.3 Correlation of deformation regimes with fatigue fracture
In order to correlate the fatigue behavior of the material to the strain rate and temperature
conditions, a strain rate-temperature map associated with deformation mechanisms was
developed based on the aforementioned transition formulation proposed by Rosenfield and
Hahn [165] for BCC materials. The developed map is presented in Figure 5-8. This map focuses
on the transition between athermal and thermally-activated regime, which are indicated as
Region I and Region II, respectively. The solid line representing the transition boundary
between these two deformation regimes was obtained from the empirical equation proposed by
Rosenfield and Hahn for low carbon steels [165] (see Eq. (5-2)).
The data obtained in the present study for ultrasonic and 30-Hz frequency fatigue tests of DP600
steel was plotted in this transition map. Moreover, in order to enrich the analysis, the data
reported in the literature for DP600 steel as well as several two-phase ferritic-pearlitic steels
under 20-kHz and low frequency (𝑓<150 Hz) fatigue tests was also plotted in this map. The
data for DP600 steel were obtained from Munier et al. [138]. The mentioned ferritic-pearlitic
steels whose data were extracted from literature are as follows: C15 steel (Bach et al. [111] and
Guennec et al. [86]), C45 steel (Ranc et al. [95] and Bach et al. [111]), and finally Cr-Mo steels
(Nishijima & Kanazawa [10] and Schneider et al. [81]). In addition to these two-phase steels,
data reported for Armco iron by Vincent et al. [182] and Wagner et al. [24] was also plotted.
Armco iron is single-phase ferrite containing 80 wt. ppm of carbon. Studying the pure iron is
important since it is the main constituent of ferritic steels which mainly accommodates the
deformation and also it can be considered as a model material representing the fatigue
characteristics of BCC metals.
It should be noted that concerning the data obtained from the literature, only the information
corresponding to the longest fatigue life (associated with the lowest stress amplitude) in the
reported S-N curves was extracted and plotted in Figure 5-8. Table 5-2 summarizes the
experimental information related to all data plotted in Figure 5-8, including the material, testing
frequency, stress amplitude associated with the longest fatigue life, strain rate amplitude, and
specimen temperature. Concerning the temperature, when self-heating developed during
ultrasonic tests, the temperature was considered as the mean temperature was before rupture
[95], [111]. In the case of low frequency tests, when no temperature information was provided,
the tests were considered to be carried out at room temperature, RT (~22°C) without any self-
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heating. This case includes the results related to Armco iron in [182], C15 and C45 steels in
[111], and C15 steel in [86].
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Ferrite-Pearlite steel (C45)
Armco iron

Figure 5-8 Regions of the temperature-strain rate spectrum of ferrite base steels that reflects different
crack initiation mechanisms and fatigue failure behavior.
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Table 5-2 Material and experimental properties of the data plotted in Figure 5-8.
Frequency
(Hz)

Fatigue life
(cycles)

Stress
amplitude
(MPa)

Strain
rate (s-1)

Temperature
(K)

Reference

DP600

30

3.2106

265

0.2

295 (22°C)

Present work

DP600

20000

2.6108

265

159

~623 (350°C)

Present work

DP600

20000

Infinite

240

144

<313 (<44°C)

Present work

DP600

10

1.2106

250

0.07

295 (22°C)

50CrMo4

5-400

2105

520

0.08-6.2

295 (22°C)

50CrMo4

20000

1106

560

335

<333 (60°C)

1CrMo0.5

100

2.6106

280

0.84

295 (22°C)

1CrMo0.5

100

2106

260

0.78

473 (200°C)

1CrMo0.5

100

2.5108

290

0.87

573 (300°C)

1CrMo0.5

100

8108

265

0.80

673 (400°C)

C45 steel

20000

Infinite

250

150

305 (32°C)

C45 steel

20000

4109

260

255

~543 (270°C)

C45 steel

20000

4107

312

187

300

C45 steel

120

1.2107

228

0.82

295

C15 steel

20000

1.2107

290

174

295

C15 steel

120

1107

200

0.72

295

C15 steel

20000

1.4107

155

135

335

C15 steel

140

1.5106

210

0.88

295

10

3106

200

0.06

295 (22°C)

20000

5109

172

103

345 (77°  [6787°C))

Materials

Armco
iron
Armco
iron
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Concerning the largest fatigue life information available in the referenced literature, the data
plotted in Figure 5-8 can be separated into two regimes:
1. The high cycle fatigue regime ranging from 2×105 to 4×107 cycles (open symbols and the
region denoted by the blue hatch pattern).
2. The very high cycle regime for N≥2.5×108 cycles (full symbols and the region denoted by
the red lattice pattern).
The data for HCF failure corresponds to temperatures around RT and are located close to the
transition line; The HCF failures under low frequency tests are just below the transition line
(Region I) while those under 20 kHz loading are located just above this line (Region II). The
difference between these results comes from the sites of microcracks which are located at SBs
for plots in Region I whereas they are located at grain or phase boundaries for those in Region
II. These trends are consistent with the results reported by Sommer et al. [183] for -iron with
small carbon content.
In Region I, screw and edge dislocations have similar mobility allowing multiplication and
rearrangement of dislocations to localize the deformation in SBs. Fatigue cracks initiate in a
transgranular way at these SBs leading to a surface failure mode. On the opposite, in Region II,
screw dislocations are much less mobile than edge dislocations preventing SBs from
developing. As a result, cracks initiate at the grain and phase boundaries where the strain
incompatibilities are the largest. In the thermally activated regime conditions, the plastic
deformation is very low but sufficient to produce crack propagation in HCF regime. However,
in the VHCF regime failure cannot occur since the stress amplitudes, which are even lower,
cannot produce enough plastic deformation for crack propagation and fatigue failure. As shown
in Figure 5-8, the data points for Armco iron loaded at 20 kHz are very close to the transition
line. Interestingly, both transgranular at SBs as well as intergranular cracks were observed for
this case [24]. These observations are consistent with the location of the data points in the strain
rate–temperature map. Sommer et al. [183] showed that transgranular and intergranular crack
initiations are competitive mechanisms depending mainly on the amount of involved plastic
strain. Large plastic strain promotes transgranular cracks while small plastic deformation
promotes intergranular cracks. In the case of Armco iron under 20 kHz loading, enough plastic
deformation occurs to produce failure in the VHCF regime (up to 5109 cycles).
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The studied DP600 steel as well as the C45 steel in [95] loaded in the thermally-activated mode
did not exhibit any failure, neither in the HCF nor in the VHCF regime. As expected, no slip
band was detected on the surface of the specimens. For C45 steel applying 260-MPa stress
amplitude led to a non-avoidable strong self-heating, resulting in a change in strain ratetemperature conditions from the thermally-activated regime to the athermal mode [95]. This
change in deformation regime occurred at ~N=8106 cycles, before the failure of the specimen
(Nf=4107 cycles). The results obtained in the present research for DP600 steel can be also
explained by the same argument. Specimens loaded at stress amplitudes slightly above 260 MPa
exhibited a strong self-heating before reaching failure. As a result, fatigue failure is only
possible in the athermal regime.
From these findings, it can be concluded that as soon as the strain rate and temperature
conditions under fatigue loading are such that thermally-activated mechanisms are involved,
cracks initiate at grain or phase boundaries and result in failure in the HCF regime. No VHCF
failure can take place in this case since failure in the VHCF regime involves even lower stresses.
Locally at microstructural singularities, crack initiation could take place but in such ductile
ferrite-based steels, in thermally-activated regime the mobility of screw dislocations is too low
to create multiplication of dislocations and produce enough plastic deformation to cause crack
propagation and macroscopic fatigue failure.
It is striking that the data corresponding to temperatures much higher than RT and typically
above 200°C belong all to the Region I (athermal regime) and exhibits inclusion-induced VHCF
failure. Athermal regime is consistent with the presence of SBs and transgranular microcracks
at the surface of the specimens. As mentioned earlier, at these temperatures, carbon steels are
sensitive to strain aging. As a result, ferrite is strengthened by solute atoms that segregate in the
dislocations, leading to impeding their motion. Since the ferrite matrix is strengthened by strain
aging the plastic zone at the crack tip is smaller and cracks require higher stresses to propagate
than at temperatures below 200°C. These higher stress concentrations zone are preferentially
found at inclusions because they lead to a higher accumulation of dislocations. This scenario
explains why inclusion induced crack initiation were observed for high temperature loadings
which is consistent with the discussions presented in Section 4.3. In addition, the increase in
fatigue life results from the reduction in plastic deformation at the crack tip and the delay in
crack growth in the strengthened ferrite matrix [179], as previously mentioned in Section 5.3.1.
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5.3.4 Effect of frequency on fatigue limit
Based on the experimental observations, for stress amplitudes below the HCF limit determined
by 30-Hz fatigue tests, slip bands and microcracks were also visible on the surface of the runout specimens. These observations demonstrated that the 260 MPa HCF fatigue limit is not only
related to slip activity and microcrack initiation. Moreover, in the case of 20-kHz loading no
slip band was detected on the surface of run-out samples. It is well supported in the literature
that the fatigue limit is not only related to slip activity and crack initiation. Rather, it
corresponds to the stress threshold required to propagate the trapped microcracks [10], [30],
[102], [184], [185]. Therefore, on the one hand, based on the previously mentioned strain aging
effects in strengthening the ferrite matrix, it is expected that the fatigue limit is higher under
ultrasonic loading. On the other hand, at high temperatures, such as 350°C compared to room
temperature, the vacancy diffusion along the slip band is higher, leading to accelerating the
voids growth. The presence of voids in the vicinity of inclusions could decrease the cohesion
strength of the material to a point where crack propagation begins [186]. Consequently,
microcracks propagate more easily at high than low temperatures leading to decreasing the
fatigue limit normalized by the ultimate tensile strength. These competitive mechanisms finally
led to the same absolute fatigue limit in ultrasonic loading and conventional tests. However
further investigations are required to confirm this hypothesis which is the subject of the future
work.
To summarize, in the present case of the DP600 steels loaded using continuous cycling at 30
Hz and 20 kHz, fatigue failure was observed only for strain rate-temperature conditions
implying athermal deformation mechanisms. At 30 Hz, this condition is immediately satisfied,
and the fatigue limit is associated with the stress threshold required to propagate cracks. This
threshold was found to be ~260 MPa. At 20 kHz, the fatigue limit of 260 MPa corresponds to
the critical stress amplitude 𝜎𝑐 , necessary to produce enough dissipated energy to get a selfheating above ~74°C. The origin of these two fatigue limits seems thus to be different.
However, the fact that the fatigue limits are the same suggests that the self-heating above 74°C
could be also related to crack propagation; short cracks could be formed but stopped because
of the strain aging strengthening, as previously mentioned in Section 5.2.3 Thus 𝜎𝑐 could be
also the threshold stress required to crack propagation which is consistent with the definition of
fatigue limit.
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5.4 Discussions on Dissipated Energy under Fatigue Loading
According to Figure 3-17, the mean dissipated energy per cycle is much lower under ultrasonic
loading at low stress amplitudes (45 to 1200 J/m3/cycle) in comparison with conventional 80Hz fatigue tests (14000 to 52000 J/m3/cycle). In athermal deformation mode, high mobilities of
screw and edge dislocations lead to high energy dissipations while in the thermally activated
mode low energy dissipation occurs because of to-and-fro motions of edge dislocations [153].
These mechanisms explain the gap between the two levels of dissipated energy. For ultrasonic
loadings at high stress amplitudes for which material deforms in athermal regime (Points A and
B in Figure 3-18) the dissipated energy is much larger than that at low stress amplitudes and
approaches the dissipated energy values under conventional fatigue tests.

5.4.1 Correlation of dissipated energy with fatigue characteristics of the material
The dissipated energy per cycle is a measure of non-elastic deformation in the material under
cycling. The slope of the dissipated energy versus number of cycles can be interpreted as a
measure for the evolution of the microstructural changes. If this slope is negligible the change
in dislocation structure is negligible and no fatigue failure occurs even up to very high number
of cycles [111]. A particular change in dissipated energy per cycle can be a sign of enough
internal changes to promote crack initiation during fatigue loading [111]. This concept is the
basis of some alternative fatigue characterization methods based on thermal measurements,
which are constituted in studying the evolution of the dissipated energy [32] and additionally
the stored energy over cycles, to get insights into the possible fatigue failure [136], [139], [187].
Another approach for fatigue limit estimation based on dissipated energy measurements
involves successive fatigue loadings up to a specific number of cycles with increasing the stress
amplitude along with temperature and dissipation measurements and plotting the dissipated
energy per cycle versus stress amplitude (see e.g. [105]). These methods consider that the
fatigue limit corresponds to a critical stress amplitude at which the heat generation becomes
much stronger. Therefore the slope of the self-heating diagram changes at the stress value
corresponding to the fatigue limit. Guo et al. [105] associated this strong change in dissipated
energy to transition in dissipative mechanism from anelasticity to a combination of anelasticity
and microplasticity. Mareau et al. [119] and Connesson et al. [136] also reported a change in
the slope of dissipated energy diagram versus stress amplitude because of the change in
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dissipative mechanisms from anelasticity to inelasticity by increasing the stress amplitude.
However, they did not report the relation between this slope change and the fatigue limit.
In the present work, the second approach was employed to study the potential relationship
between dissipated energy variation and fatigue limit under ultrasonic and conventional fatigue
tests and the results are discussed in the following paragraphs.



Ultrasonic loading

Concerning the dissipated energy measurements for the stress amplitudes below the critical
stress (𝜎𝑎 < 𝜎𝑐 ) shown in Figure 3-12, the change in dissipated energy per cycle with increasing
stress amplitude is of quadratic form. Considering that the dissipated energy results from
anelastic or inelastic material behaviors that are characterized by constant properties, the
following expressions has been introduced in the literature for dissipated energy; by assuming
a prescribed sinusoidal stress with amplitude 𝜎𝑎 and a Kelvin-Voigt model (spring and dashpot
in parallel), the dissipated energy per cycle for anelastic behavior is [137]:
𝑑̃1 1 2𝜂(𝜋𝜎𝑎 )2
=
𝑓
𝑓 𝜇2
+ 4𝜋 2 𝜂2
𝑓2

(5-3)

where μ and  are the elastic and viscous moduli, respectively. For inelastic behavior and a
zero mean stress, the dissipated energy per cycle is [137]:
𝑑̃1 1 𝜎𝑎 2
=
𝑓
𝑓 2

(5-4)

In both cases, and considering constant material properties (μ and ), the dissipated energy per
cycle is a quadratic function of the stress amplitude. According to the experimental results
obtained in the present work, because the dissipated energy per cycle was a quadratic function
of the stress amplitude for low stress amplitudes, it can be assumed that the material internal
state remained nearly the same during cyclic loading. This is in a good agreement with the claim
that in this case, the deformation and the dissipation result from the to-and-fro motion of edge
dislocations.
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However above a critical stress amplitude 𝜎𝑐 , strong heating occurred because of the transition
to athermal deformation regime and then temperature reached a steady state. Interestingly, the
measured mean critical stress amplitude 𝜎𝑚𝑐 =253 MPa is in a good agreement with the fatigue
limit of the material 𝜎𝐷 =260 MPa, below which no temperature increase occurred and material
deformed in thermally-activated regime and no VHCF failure was observed. At stress
amplitudes above the fatigue limit strong dissipation arose and VHCF rupture was possible
because enough plastic deformation occurred. These observations suggest that the critical stress
amplitude obtained from thermography measurements would correspond to the fatigue limit1.
This hypothesis is supported by the aforementioned physical definition of fatigue limit of steels
which states that the fatigue limit corresponds to a slightly higher stress level at which an
initiated microcrack stops propagating at the first microstructural barrier [10], [30], [102].
Based on the thermographic images shown in Figure 3-7, at the moment of abrupt temperature
increase at the stress amplitude slightly higher than 𝜎𝑐 , a concentrated high temperature zone
was formed and spread through specimen width and then it disappeared after several cycles. It
can suggest that microcracks have been initiated and then stopped by the microstructural
barriers (grain or phase boundaries).



Conventional fatigue loading

The experimental measurements for dissipated energy per cycle under 80-Hz frequency tests
are replotted in Figure 5-9. As shown in this figure the slope of diagram changes at a critical
stress amplitude of ~270 MPa. This critical stress amplitude is in a good agreement with the
experimental fatigue limit at 107 cycles (𝜎𝐷 =260 MPa) obtained in Chapter 4 by 30-Hz
frequency tests. Based on this change in the slope of the diagram, two regions can be
distinguished which are indicated as Region I and Region II in the figure. In both regions slip
bands were found on the surface of the specimens. Therefore the change in the slope cannot be
due to microplasticity initiation. In our case it can be suggested that the increase in the slope of
the dissipated energy diagram versus stress amplitude is due to a change in the dissipative
mechanisms from local plastic deformation to crack propagation over short distances which is

1

The fatigue limit was slightly higher than 𝜎𝑚𝑐 ≈ 253 MPa measured by thermographic studies. This difference
stems from the fact that the thermal measurements were carried out by successive loadings on the same specimen
while the S-N data estimations were done by doing fatigue tests on virgin specimens for each stress amplitude.
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consistent with the physical definition of the fatigue limit. This mechanism was also reported
by Giertler and Krupp [120] for a tempered carbon steel.
The experimental dissipated energy measurements under 80-Hz and 50-Hz loadings are
compared in Figure 5-10 with the results reported in the literature for DP600 steel [137]–[139].
Despite the differences in the values, which stem from different methods of dissipation
estimations and temperature measurements uncertainty, the results are nearly of the same order
at different stress amplitudes. According to Figure 5-10(b) the change in the slope of the
diagram was observed for the data reported by Munier et al. [138].

Figure 5-9 Dissipated energy per cycle versus stress amplitude under 80-Hz conventional fatigue tests.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5-10 Comparison of dissipated energy per cycle for DP600 steel at different frequencies: (a)
Classical diagram (b) Logarithmic scale.

Despite the quite acceptable fatigue limit prediction by the presented dissipated energy
estimation method under successive fatigue loadings, some principal critics can be addressed
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to this approach. In this method the cyclic loading steps are carried out up to a specific number
of cycles where the mean temperature reaches a steady state or a slight increasing trend. This
specific number of cycles was considered as 2×104 cycles under conventional fatigue loadings
and 107 cycles for ultrasonic tests in the present work. Moreover, it was considered as 6000
cycles by Munier et al. [104], [138], and 10000 cycles by Guo et al. [105] and also by Giertler
and Krupp [120]. However, Blanche [139] measured the dissipation energy after 15000, 65000,
115000, 165000, and 215000 cycles, and showed that the dissipated energy versus stress
amplitude curve changes by increasing the number of cycles. Consequently, the critical stress
amplitude from which a change in the slope of the curve is determined can change with the
number of cycles. Besides, as reported by Favier et al. [110], in the case of ultrasonic fatigue
tests, the steady state of the mean temperature does not necessarily lead to a steady state of the
corresponding dissipated energy so that the dissipated energy can increase by increasing the
number of cycles. Accordingly, measuring the dissipated energy evolution versus number of
cycles would be a more promising approach to study the change in the dissipative mechanisms
and correlating the thermal response of the material to fatigue properties such as the fatigue
limit. In order to accomplish this aim, more precise two-dimensional (2D) dissipated energy
estimations would be preferred to the 0D simplified approach used in the present study,
especially in the case of ultrasonic loading at high stress amplitudes for which the temperature
field is no more symmetric with regard to the specimen center and deformation occurs in
athermal regime. In this case, a more rigorous and more reliable dissipated energy measurement
enables to compare the dissipated energy under ultrasonic loading at high stress amplitudes
with the corresponding results of conventional fatigue tests and verify if a minimum dissipated
energy is required for the material to fail under fatigue loading. Considering the microstructural
mechanisms behind the dissipative behavior, most researchers only study the phenomena on
the surface of the specimen, while microstructural evolutions in the bulk of the material have
been rather ignored. According to these considerations, the role of numerical simulations to
understand and compare the dissipative mechanisms of surface grains with that of internal
grains can be of non-negligible interest.
The abovementioned critical concepts provide a new insight into the future work of this study
to accomplish a better understanding of the dissipative mechanisms under fatigue loadings at
different strain rate-temperature conditions and their relationship with the fatigue properties.
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General Conclusions
In this research work the fatigue behavior of a ferritic-martensitic dual-phase steel was studied
in HCF and VHCF regimes. The effect of frequency on fatigue and thermal response of DP600
dual-phase steel was studied by carrying out ultrasonic and conventional low-frequency
tension-compression fatigue tests along with temperature measurements and microscopic
observations. A clear discrepancy was observed in the S-N curves obtained from conventional
30-Hz fatigue tests and that determined from ultrasonic 20-kHz loadings. The rate- and
temperature-dependent flow behavior of the ferrite phase, as a BCC structure, was found to be
a decisive parameter explaining the effects of frequency on fatigue and thermal response of the
material. Moreover, the significant temperature increase under ultrasonic fatigue loading at high
stress amplitudes was found to play an important role in the observed phenomena. The main
conclusions drawn from the results of this study can be summarized as follows:


Under ultrasonic fatigue loading, there was a transition in material deformation mode
from thermally-activated regime at stress amplitudes below the fatigue limit to athermal
mode at stress amplitudes above the fatigue limit. Nonetheless, material deformation
occurred in athermal regime under conventional low-frequency fatigue tests for all
stress amplitude ranges;



The higher fatigue life in the case of ultrasonic loading was attributed to the dynamic
strain aging which resulted from the high temperature increases at high stress
amplitudes. However, the same fatigue limits remain as an open question to be
investigated in a future work, even if some insights were proposed;



In both ultrasonic and low-frequency tests transgranular cracking along the slip bands
was observed and no intergranular crack was detected. In the case of ultrasonic loading,
many microvoids nucleated and coalesced along the slip bands resulting in microcrack
initiations. This microvoids initiation and coalescence were not observed in the case of
low-frequency tests. Diffusion of vacancies due to high temperature under ultrasonic
fatigue loading is thought to be the main cause of microvoids formation;



Surface fracture initiation from slip bands was observed in low and high cycle regimes
under conventional tests, while under ultrasonic loading fracture initiation was always
inclusion-induced;
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tensile strengths at corresponding loading temperatures in order to consider the effect
of dynamic strain aging for ultrasonic loading. This replotting rationalized the S-N data,
resulting in lower stress ratios for ultrasonic loading, which can explain the higher
fatigue life and inclusion-induced crack initiations under 20-kHz ultrasonic tests;


A strain rate-temperature transition map was developed based on the experimental
findings for DP600 steel and the data reported in the literature for several ferrite-based
steels. It was shown that no VHCF failure occurs if material deforms in thermallyactivated regime and, in that condition, microcracks initiated at grain or phase
boundaries for HCF failure. VCHF fatigue failure was observed only for strain ratetemperature conditions implying athermal deformation mechanisms associated with
microcracks within slip bands.

Perspectives
Several complementary investigations are proposed to extend and reconfirm the results
obtained in this research, as follows;


High temperature conventional fatigue tests to verify the effect of temperature on
deformation and fracture mechanisms at low frequencies and specifically to reveal the
effect of dynamic strain aging on fatigue life and fatigue limit;



Dissipated energy measurements by employing 2D diffusion equations and studying the
evolution of the dissipated energy versus number of cycles.



Transition electron microscopy (TEM) studies at different loading conditions to reveal
the dislocation structures and confirm the suggested deformation regimes;



Conducting the same experimental studies for other grades of DP steels in order to study
the effect of grains and phases morphologies as well as the influence of the
crystallographic texture on fatigue and deformation behaviors;



Investigation of the effect of surface quality on fatigue response and specifically internal
failure initiation;



Microstructural computational studies through finite element (FE) simulations, which
are the main focus of the future work. Numerical simulations can be employed to
estimate the strain and stress fields within the polycrystalline dual phase steel to develop
an understanding of the correlation between the microstructure and mechanical fields in
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the material under high and low-frequency cyclic loadings. One of the objectives of the
numerical simulations will be to study the effect of frequency on dissipated energy and
microplasticity mechanisms. In the case of ultrasonic fatigue loading, numerical
simulations enable omitting the effect of the temperature increase at high stress
amplitudes and study only the effect of strain rate. Moreover, numerical estimation of
dissipated energy and comparison to experimental measurements can be helpful for
assessment of heat sources. In addition, numerical simulations will be employed to
compare the dissipated mechanisms on the surface with those in the bulk of the material.
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High and very high cycle fatigue behavior of DP600 dual-phase steel: correlation
between temperature, strain rate, and deformation mechanisms

ABSTRACT :
This work is an attempt towards a better understanding of the high cycle and very high
cycle fatigue behaviors of a ferritic-martensitic dual-phase steel, with a regard to
temperature and strain rate effects, resulting from accelerated fatigue loading
frequencies. The influence of frequency on fatigue response of DP600 steel was
investigated by conducting ultrasonic and conventional low frequency fatigue tests.
Fractography studies and microscopic observations on the surface of specimens were
carried out to study the deformation and fracture mechanisms under low and ultrasonic
frequencies. Moreover, in situ infrared thermography was carried out to investigate the
thermal response and dissipative mechanisms of the material under fatigue tests. The SN curves were determined from ultrasonic 20-kHz fatigue loadings and conventional
tests at 30 Hz. Fatigue life for a given stress amplitude was found to be higher in the
case of ultrasonic fatigue whereas the fatigue limit was the same for both cases.
Moreover, crack initiation was always inclusion-induced under ultrasonic loading while
under conventional tests it occurred at slip bands or defects on the surface. The
inevitable temperature increase under ultrasonic fatigue at high stress amplitudes along
with the rate dependent deformation behavior of ferrite, as a body centered cubic (BCC)
structure, were found as the key parameters explaining the observed fatigue behavior
and thermal response under low and ultrasonic frequencies. The discrepancies observed
between conventional and ultrasonic fatigue tests were assessed through the
mechanisms of screw dislocation mobility in the ferrite phase as a BCC structure. The
higher fatigue life and inclusion-induced crack initiations in the case of ultrasonic
loading were attributed to the dynamic strain aging, which resulted from the high
temperature increases at high stress amplitudes. The existence of a transition in
deformation regime from thermally-activated to athermal regime under ultrasonic
fatigue loading by increasing the stress amplitude was confirmed. Below the fatigue
limit, deformation occurred in thermally-activated regime while it was in athermal
regime above the fatigue limit. Under conventional loading deformation occurred in
athermal regime for all stress amplitudes. From the analysis of the experimental data
gathered in this work, guidelines were given regarding the comparison and
interpretation of S-N curves obtained from conventional and ultrasonic fatigue testing.
A transition map was produced using the experimental results for DP600 steel as well as
data available in the literature for other ferrite-based steels, showing the correlation
between thermally-activated screw dislocation movement and the absence of failure in
very high cycle fatigue.
Keywords : Very high cycle fatigue, Ultrasonic fatigue, Dual-phase steel, Frequency
effect, Infrared thermography, BCC structure, Dislocations, Strain ageing.

